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SITUATION III 
JURISDICTION AND POLAR AREAS 
States 0 and X as allies are at \var with states 
T and Y which are allied. Other states are neu-
tral. States M, N, 0, and P have land bordering 
on or have made claims to jllrisdiction over polar 
areas. 
(a) State M prohibits aircraft of all descrip-
tions and nationalities from entering its jurisdic-
tion, and orders, under penalty of being shot down, 
an aircraft of state 0 to alight when it is flying over 
the ice ten miles polarward from the coast. 
(b) State 0 orders closed a radio station estab-
lished by state N on the ice polarward :fifty miles 
from the coast of state 0 and previously open to the 
use of all. 
(c) State 0 prol1ibits the entrance of any air-
craft, other than those of state X, polarward from 
its coast. 
(d) A regular aircraft service is maintained be-
tween state M and state P and the route passes 
11ear the pole. A. state JVI aircraft in this service, 
in a disabled condition, alights on the ice five miles 
coastward from the pole in the direction of state 
0, but one hundred miles from any land. State 0 
learning of this sends an aircraft to seize the air-
craft of state M as having violated the jurisdiction 
of state 0. 
(e) State P proclaims an open water route ten 
miles polarward off its coast but two miles from 
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per1nanent coast ice to be closed to all navigation 
during the war. 
(r) State N proclaims a similar open water 
route closed to vessels of 'var and to all submarines 
except neutral submarines navigating on the sur-
face with identifying flags displayed. 
How far are the acts of the several states and 
their co11te11tions lawful~ 
SOLUTION 
(a) State ~I may lawflllly prohibit the flight of 
aircraft above its territorial and maritime jurisdic-
tion.1 
It is not la,vful to interfere vvith the fiigl1t of 
aircraft outside this space. 
(b) State 0 may not lavvfully order the radio 
station of state N to be closed though it may pro-
test to state N against any violation of neutrality 
in its use. 
(c) State 0 may lawfully prohibit or regulate 
the entrance to its jurisdiction of any or all air-
craft. 
(d) State 0 n1ay not la,vfully seize the aircraft 
of state M. 
(e) State P may not lavvftllly prohibit innocent 
passage thollgh it may issue regulations essential 
to its own protection. 
(f) State N may lavvfully prohibit the entrance 
or regulate the movements of vessels of war or 
regulate the movements of other vessels within its 
territorial 'vaters vvhen essential for its protection. 
1 As yet there is no international agreement upon the limit of maritime 
jurisdiction though a minimum of three miles is generally recognized. 
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NOTES 
Jurisdictio1~.-The term ''territory'' and the 
term ''jurisdiction'' have often been confused and 
the courts have been called upon to interpret their 
meaning. The Federal Cot1rt referring to the 
meaning of the word "territory" said: 
"Various meanings are sought to be attributed to the 
term 'territory' in the phrase 'the United States and all 
territory subject to the jurisdiction thereof.' vVe are of 
opinion that it means the regional areas-of land and ad-
jacent \Vaters-over \Yhich the United States claims and 
exercises don1inion and control as a sovereign po,ver. The 
immediate context and the purport of the entire section 
show that the term is used in a physical and not a metaphori-
cal sense-that it refers to areas or districts having fixity of 
location and recognized boundaries. See United States v. 
Bevans, 3 "\Vheat. 336, 390, 4 L. Ed. 40±. It no\v is settled 
in the United Statse and recognized else"~here that the 
territory subject to its jurisdiction includes the land areas 
under its dominion and control, the ports, harbors, bays 
and other enclosed areas of the sea along its coast and a 
n1arginal belt of the sea extending from the coast line out-
\vard a marine league, or three geographic 1niles." (Lam 
Mow v. Nagle, 24 F. (2d) 316 [1928].) 
Courts of other countries have made a clear dis-
tinction between territory and jurisdiction as in the 
case of continuous pursuit 'vhen pursuit of a vessel 
is commenced within the territorial waters and con-
tinued upon the high sea as a lawful exercise of. 
jurisdiction \vithout any claim to exte11sion of ter-
ritory. (The Ship North v. The Ki1~g; 37 Canada, 
S. C. R. 385 [1905].) Jurisdiction is the right to 
exercise state authority and may exte11d \Vhere 
property or domain does not exist. 
Acquisition of jurisd~·ctio1~.-The common meth-
ods of acquisition of territorial jt1risdiction have 
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been: (1) discovery, (2) occupation, (3) conquest, 
( 4) cession, ( 5) prescription, ( 6) accretion, and 
(7) lease. In the polar region the main questions 
relate to (1) discovery and (2) occupation. Early 
claims on the grotlnd of discovery were often fan-
tastic in extent. Not merely Protestant Powers 
but also Catholic Po,vers queried the authority of 
the Pope in assigning the lands of the N e\v World 
to Spanish and Portuguese discoverers. Even 
Francis I of Spain in the sixteentl1 ·century de-
nlanded evidence in the \vill of .Adam which would 
deprive his country of the right to acquire terri-
tory by discovery in the New World. Contro-
versies over priority of discovery were common. 
Beacons, flags, n1onuments, etc., 'vere set up as 
evidence of title, but it \Vas soon demanded that 
something more than mere discovery be required. 
During the early nineteenth century there were 
many problems arising on the ground that occupa-
tion of an effective nature must be sho,vn to give 
good title, and a mere intention to occupy is not 
sufficient. 
N otificatioJt and occ1tpatio1t.-In early days dis-
covery and occupatio11 \vere considered essential to 
title in an area not previously under the jurisdic-
tion of a recognized state. Later, particularly from 
the middle of the nineteenth century, as the region 
of possible discovery became very limited, the idea 
that proposed occupancy should be made known by 
notification \Vas introdtlced. This is evident in the 
declarations of the General Act of the Conference 
of Berlin, February 26, 1885 : 
"ART. 34. La Puissance qui dorenavant prendra posses-
sion d'un territoire sur les cotes du Continent Africain situe 
en dehors de ses possessions actuelles, ou qui, n 'en ayant pas 
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eu jusque-la, viendrait a en acquerir, et de meme la Puis-
sance qui y assumera un Protectorat, accompagnera l'acte 
respecti£ d'une Notification adressee aux autres Puissances 
Signataires du present Acte, afin de les mettre a meme de 
£aire valoir, s'il y a lieu, leurs reclamations. 
" .... t\_RT. 35. Les Puissances Signataires de present Acte 
reconnaissent l'obligation d'assurer, dans les territoires 
occupes par elles, sur les cotes du Continent Africain, 
l'existence d'une autorite suffisante, pour faire respecter les 
droits acquis et, le cas echeant, la liberte du commerce et 
du transit dans les conditions ou elle serait stipulee.'' (76 
Br. & For. State Papers, p. 19.) 
The B1-dan~a case, 1870.-There had been a long 
pending controversy in regard to sovereignty over 
the island of Bulama off the mouth of the Rio 
Grande river on the west coast of .Africa. Portu-
guese discovery ii11446 was admitted. Later there 
had been periods of British and p·ortuguese occu-
pation and various cessions by native chiefs. The 
question as to title \vas at length referred to the 
President of the United States as arbitrator. The 
President delegated the handling of the case to Mr. 
J. C. Bancroft Davis, then .Assistant Secretary of 
State. In the report the opinions of Vattel cited 
by the British were held applicable to this case. 
Discovery would be a good title, ''provided it was 
soon after followed by a real possession,'' settle-
n1e11t, and actual use. 
It \vas further added that: 
"It is to be obserYed, in qualification o£ these rules, that 
countries inhabited by saYage tribes may, under well-estab-
lished rules of public la,,, be so occupied and possessed by 
the representatives o£ a Christian power as to dispossess 
the nati Ye sovereignty and transfer it to the Christian po,,er. 
The word 'uninhabited' in the extract fron1 \T attel must 
therefore be taken "~ith this limitation. 
93707-39-6 
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"It is also to be re1narked that islands in the vicinity of 
the 1nainland are regarded as its appendages: that the 
o'vnership and occupation o£ the 1nainlancl includes the 
adjacent islands, even though no positive acts o£ o·wnership 
1nay have been exercised over them." (2 nloore, History 
and Digest o£ the International .A.rbitrations to ·which the 
United States has been a Party, p. 1919.) 
I1~stitnt de Droit Ir"ternational, 1888.-After 
long discussion of the question of occupation, the 
Institute of International La,v, at the meeting held 
at Lausanne in 1888, adopted a pro jet as follows: 
"ARTICLE 1.-L'occupation d'un territoire a titre de 
souverainete ne pourra etre reconnue comme effective que si 
elle reunit les conditions suivantes: 
"1 o La prise de possession d'un terri to ire en£ern1e dans 
certaines li1nites, faite au nom du gouvernement; 
"2° La notification officielle de la prise de possession. 
La prise de possession s'accomplit par l'etablissement d'un 
pouvoir local responsable, pourvu de 1noyens suffisants pour 
maintenir l'ordre et pour assurer l'exercice regulier de son 
autorite dans les limits du territoire occupe. Ces moyens 
pourront etre empruntes a des institutions existantes dans 
le pays occu pe. 
'"La notification de la prise de possession se fait, soit par 
la publication dans la for1ne qui, clans chaque Etat, est en 
usage pour la notification des actes officiels, soit par la voie 
diplomatique. Elle contiendra la determination approxima-
tive des lilnites du territoire occupe." (X Annuaire de 
l'Institut de Droit International, p. 201.) 
British positt"on, 1889.-In a communication of 
the Marquis of Salisbury of December 26, 1889, re-
garding Portuguese claims to territories in the 
vicinity of Zambesi, it was said : · 
"'l'he fact o£ essential importance is, that the territory in 
question is not under the effective governn1ent or occupation 
of Portugal, and that i£ it ever ''as so, ''hich is very 
doubtful, that occupation has ceased during an interval o£ 
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n1ore than t'vo centuries. During the 'vhole of that period 
the Govern1nent of Portugal has nutde no attempt either 
to govern or civilize or colonize the vast regions to "~hich 
a clain1 is no'v advanced, and it may be said, with respect 
to a very large portion of them, that no Portuguese authority 
has ever attempted their exploration. The practical atten-
tion of that Government has only been drawn to them at 
last by the successful enterprise of British travellers and 
British settlers. The Portuguese authorities during that 
long interval have 1nade no offer to establish in the1n even 
the semblance of an effective governn1ent, or to co1nmence 
the restoration of their alleged do1ninion, even by military 
expeditions, until they ·were stin1ulated to do so by the 
probability that the 'vork of colonizing and civilizing then1 
would fall to the advancing strean1 of British emigration. 
It is not, indeed, required by international law that the 
"~hole extent of a country occupied by a civilized Po"~er 
should be reclain1ed fron1 barbarism at once; ti1ne is neces-
sary for the full co1npletion of a process which depends 
upon the gradual increase of wealth and population; but, 
on the other hand, no paper annexation of territory can 
pretend to any validity as a bar to the enterprise of other 
nations if it has never through vast periods of time been 
accompanied by a reality, and has been suffered to be inef-
fective and unused for centuries." (81 Br. & For. State 
Papers, 1888-89, p. 1031.) 
Falkla1~d Islands depe1·~de1~cies.-Under British 
Letters Patent, March 28, 1917, after relating that 
doubt had arisen as to the limits of certain groups 
of islands, it was stated by George V: 
"1. Now we do hereby declare that fro1n and after the 
publication of these our Letters Patent in the Governn1ent 
'Gazette' of our Colony of the Falkland Islands, the De-
pendencies of our said Colony shall be dee1ned to include 
and to have included all islands and territories 'vhatsoever 
between the 20th degree of 'vest longitude and the 50th 
degree of \·Vest longitude 'vhich are situated south of the 
50th parallel of south latitude; and all islands and terri-
tories 'vhatsoever bet,veen the 50th degree of 'vest longitude 
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and the 80th degree of "·est longitude "~hich are situated 
south of the 58th parallel of south latitude." (111 Br. & 
:For. State Papers, 1917-18, p. 16.) 
The area to the south of these parallels 'vould 
seem to exte11d to the south pole. 
Glipperto1~ Island case, 1931.-While the agree-
me11t to submit to arbitration the question as to the 
title to Clipperto11 Island had been considered be-
t,veell France and ~Iexico from March 2, 1909, the 
a'vard 'vas not rendered till January 28, 1931. The 
island itself was a small coral lagoo11 nearly 700 
miles south west off the coast of Mexico. It had 
been regarded as of little value and was usually 
unoccupied. The agreement of 1909 had 11amed the 
King of Italy as arbitrator. Referring to the title 
by occupation the arbitrator said: 
"Consequently, there is ground to achnit that, 'vhen in 
K oYeinber, 1858, ~""ranee proclai1ned her soYereignty oYer 
Clipperton, that island "~as in the legal situa6on of terri-
torium nullius, and, therefore, susceptible of occupation. 
"The question re1nains 'vhether France proceeded to an 
effective occupation, satisfying the conditions required by 
international la 'v for the validity of this kind of territorial 
acquisition. In effect, Mexico maintains, secondarily to her 
principal contention ''hich has just been examined, that 
the French occupation "'as not valid, and consequently her 
o'vn right to occupy the island 'vhich 1nust still be considered 
as nullius in 1897. 
"In w·hatever concerns this question, there is, first of all, 
ground to hold as incontestable, the regularity of the act by 
'' hich France in 1858 n1ade kno"~n in a clear and precise 
manner, her intention to consider the island as her territory. 
"On the other hand, it is disputed that France took effec-
tive possession of the island, and it is maintained that 'vith-
out such a taking of possession of an effecti Ye character, the 
occupation must be considered as null and void. 
"It is beyond doubt that by immemorial usage having 
the force of law, besides the anirnus occupandi, the actual, 
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and not the non1inal, taking of possession is a necessary 
condition of occupation. This taking of possession consists 
in the act, or series of acts, by 'vhich the occupying state 
reduces to its possession the territory in question and takes 
steps to exercise exclusive authority there. Strictly speak-
ing, and in ordinary cases, that only takes place when the 
state establishes in the territory itself an organization capa-
ble of making its la,vs respected. But this step is, properly 
speaking, but a 1neans of procedure to the taking of posses-
sion, and, therefore, is not identical with the latter. There 
rna y also be cases where it is unnecessary to have recourse 
to this Inethod. Thus, if a territory, by virtue of the :fact 
that it ''as completely uninhabited, is, fro1n the first momenr, 
when the occupying state n1akes its appearance there, at the 
absolute and undisputed disposition of that state, from that 
moment the taking of possession· must be considered as ac-
-complished, and the occupation is thereby completed." (26 
A. J. I. L. [1932], p. 393.) 
The award does not accept the conventional agree-
ment of the Act of Berlin as applicable but refers 
back to the status of 1858 when France proclain1ed 
ti tie to the island. 
"It follows from these premises that Clipperton Island 
'vas legitimately acquired by France on November 17, 1858. 
·rrhere is no reason to suppose that France has subsequently 
lost her right by de1~elictio, since she never had the animus of 
abandoning the island, and the fact that she has not exer-
cised her authority there in a positive manner does not imply 
the forfeiture of an acquisition already definitely perfected." 
(Ibid., p. 394.) 
Gonliguity an.d proph~quity doctrines.-The 
-claim that contiguity gives special rights to a state 
·Over neighboring areas more or less remote and 
varying in natt1re has frequently been 1nade and on 
·differing grounds. One of the 111ost common claims 
has been to islands off the coast of a state, but rela-
tively near. Without other basis for the validity 
.of the claim than n1ere proxi1nity, the claim has 
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bee11 regarded as of little \Yeight, as 11earness is in 
itself a relative term. 
On J a11uary 23, 1925, the U 11ited States and the 
Nether lands agreed to subn1it to the Permanent 
Court of Arbitratio11 at The Haglle the question as 
to "'vhether the Island of Paln1as i11 its e11tirety 
forms a part of territory belonging to the United 
States of A1nerica or of the Netherlands territory.'' 
I11 this case the argument for title based on con-
tiguity \vas advanced among others. The arbitra-
tor, Judge Huber, referring to this, says: 
"In the last place there re1nains to be considered ti tie 
arising out of contiguity. Although States have in certain 
circu1nstances Inaintained that· islands relatively close to 
their shores belonged to them in virtue of their geographi-
cal situation, it is impossible to show the existence of a rule 
of positive international la'v to the effect that islands sit-
uated outside territorial "~aters should belong to a State 
:fro1n the 1nere fact that its territory forn1s the terra firma 
(nearest continent or island of considerable size). Not only 
"·ould it semn that there are no precedents sufficiently fre-
quent and sufficiently precise in their bearing to establish 
such a rule of international la 'v, but the alleged princi pie 
itself is by its very nature so uncertain and contested that 
even Gover1unents of the san1e State have on different oc-
casions n1aintained contradictory opinions as to its sound-
ness. 1"'he principle of contiguity, in regard to islands, may 
not be out of place 'vh.en it is a question of allotting them 
to one State rather than another, either by agreement be-
t"~een the Parties, or by a decision not necessarily based on 
la'v; but as a rule establishing ipso jure the presumption of 
sovereignty in favour of a particular State, this principle 
"~ould be in conflict "~ith "·hat has been said as to territorial 
sovereignty and as to the necessary relation betw·een the 
right to exclude other States fro1n a region and the duty to 
display therein the activities of a State. :K or is this princi-
ple of contiguity admissible as a legal n1ethod of deciding 
questions of territorial sovereignty; for it is 'vholly lacking 
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in precision and "~ould in its application lead to arbitrary 
results." (Scott, Hague Court Reports, 2d Series, p. 111.) 
It bas been admitted that territorial propinquity 
may create special relations bet\veen neighboring 
states of which other states may take notice. If 
states are to be considered as equally entitled to 
rights and privileges, a third state might be ope11 
to criticism if recognizing any right of one to dis-
regard the rights of the other. Just ho\v far terri-
torial propinquity may be a ground for recogni-
tion of a special position on the part of one state 
as regards a neighboring state is an open question, 
but experience seems to show that the precedents 
are of doubtful value. 
The doctrine of contiguity \Vas '11aturally ad-
vanced in early claims to jllrisdiction follo\ving 
discovery. That a certain hinterland appertained 
to the coast, \vatershed to a river, etc., \vas usually 
admitted. That the title to the coast gave some 
right in the adjacent \Vaters \vas an a11cient co11ten-
tion. What should be the limit of jurisdiction 
based upon contiguity was often a question settled 
by the issue of war when these areas met or over-
lapped. Some have assimilated the doctri11e of 
contiguity to a ty1)e of inferred potential effective 
occupatio11, \vbicb still leaves a large area for dif-
ference of opi11ion. There bas also been a tende11cy 
to extend this to a doctri11e of l)ropinquity. As the 
area of the earth's surface which could be regarded 
as res 1~ullius \Vas effectively occupied, the doctrine 
of propinquity received more atte11tion, but this 
became rather a matter of politics tha11 of la\v. 
The doctrine of propinquity may also have the 
political appeal of identity of i11terest as ofte11 ad-
va11ced i11 the solidarity of the Americas or might 
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give rise to special interests as stated in the Lans-
ing-Ishii note of November 2, 1917 : 
"In order to silence mischievous reports that have from 
ti1ne to titne been circulated, it is believed by us that a pub-
lic announce1nent once n1ore of the desires and intentions 
shared by our two Governments "·ith regard to China is 
advisable. 
"T'he Governn1ents of the United States and Japan recog-
nize that territorial propinquity creates special relations be-
tween countries, and, consequently, the Government of the 
United States recognizes that Japan has special interests 
in China, particularly in the part to which her possessions 
are contiguous. 
"The territorial sovereignty of China, nevertheless, re-
mains unimpaired and the Go.Yernment of the United States 
has every confidence in the repeated assurances of the Im-
perial Japanese Government that ""hile geographical posi-
tion gives Japan such special interests they have no desire to 
discri1ninate against the trade of other nations or to disre-
gard the con1mercial rights heretofore granted by China in 
treaties with other powers. 
"The Govern1nents of the United States and Japan deny 
that they have any purpose to infringe in any way the in-
dependence or territorial integrity of China and they de-
clare, furthermore, that they ahvays adhere to the principle 
of the so-called 'open door' or equal opportunity for com-
merce and industry in China." (Foreign Relations, U. S., 
1917, p. 264.) 
In the above note it is recognized that "terri-
torial propinquity creates special relations" and 
that ''Japan has special interests in China, partic-
ularly in the part to which her possessions are con-
tiguous," and the two states "mutually declare 
that tl1ey are opposed to the acquisition by any 
Government of any special rigl1ts or privileges,'' 
or impairment of the indepe11dence or the freedo111 
of commerce of China. 
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This 11ote was the subject of much diplomatic 
corresponde11ce and difference of opinion, and the 
agreement was cancelled by an exchange of notes on 
April 14, 1923, affirn1ing that an identity of view 
bad been disclosed in the Washington Conference 
on the Limitation of Armament of the previous 
year. 
That the principle of propinquity \Vould give spe-
cial relations in an established state which might 
be a subject of negotiation by a third state was not 
admitted by China. 
"The principle adopted by the Chinese Government to-
'vards the friendly nations has ahvays been one of justice 
and equality; and consequently the rights enjoyed by the 
friendly nations derived from the treaties have been con-
sistently respected, and so even with the special relations 
between countries created by the fact of territorial con-
tiguity, it is only in so far as they have already been pro-
vided for in her existing treaties. Hereafter the Chinese 
Government will still adhere to the principle hitherto 
adopted, and hereby it is again declared that the Chinese 
Government will not allow herself to be bound by an agree-
ment entered into by other nations.'' (Ibid., p. 270.) 
The tendency to extend the doctrine of contiguity 
to cover political policies has led some writers to 
rej-ect it and to denounce the propinquity theory. 
This attitude of those who reject the doctrine of 
contiguity does not usually involve an entire rejec-
tion of all claims based upon geographical nearness. 
The claim of potential effective occupation is 
recognized as having legal weight which is demon-
strable. 
Polar regions.-As other areas of the earth's sur-
face have becom·e k11own and have been subjected to 
the jurisdiction of established states, attention has 
been tur11ed to the less l{now11 polar regions. These 
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areas have not been clearly defined but different 
states have made claims to jurisdiction in polar 
areas 011 varying grounds. The areas about the 
north and about the south pole are not id·entic in 
their characteristics. The economic and strategic 
importance of the areas also differ. Some areas 
are of value for strategic reasons; in some there are 
deposits of minerals; fishing and hunting give im-
portance to some areas; and proximity and other 
reasons give grounds to other claimants of jurisdic-
tion. 
The value of scientific data obtainable in the polar 
regions has also been emphasized ; particularly the 
value of meteorological investigations. The flora 
and fauna as well as the ethnic characteristics of 
life in the polar regions may offer serviceable data. 
The ancient quest for aN orth-W est passage from 
the Atlantic to the Pacific has lost interest as air-
craft have made earlier barriers of little impor-
tance, and many polar air routes have been 
surveyed. 
In recent years the polar regions, 11orth and 
south, have received more attention. The spirit 
of discovery as far as the surface of the earth is 
concerned has been largely confined to these areas. 
Discovery of the geographical north or south pole 
has lured explorers. Economic resources have also 
called for investigation. That there vvere fish a11d 
wl1ales in the polar waters has long been kno"\vn 
and the fisheries have proven valuable. The long 
sougl1t North-West passage may novv be by air and 
the ti1ne required may be insignificant as compared 
"\vith that contemplated by early explorers. The 
controversies over vV ra11gel Island or Herald 
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Island, and over the territories of Greenland 
claimed by Denmark and N orvvay before the Per-
manent Court of International Justice in 1932 and 
1933 have attracted relatively little attention. 
V\Thile the Arctic ice seems to be for the most 
part mobile at least for some season of the year, 
some of the Antarctic ice seems to be relatively sta-
tionary. Scientific investigation may determine to 
what extent the ice rests upon the land st1rface and 
to vvhat extent it is below lovv-vvater marl~. If the 
seavvard limits do not change, it vvould seem that a 
measure of jurisdiction over permanent ice should 
be in the adjacent land sovereignty. 
Objectives in polar explorations.-Probably it 
\Vould be found that the broadening of the knowl-
edge of the polar regions has been due to many 
stimuli. The spirit of adventure into unknown re-
gions has often been evident both in early and late 
expeditions. The lure of a North West or North 
East passage from the Atlantic to the Pacific was 
always present in the minds of some, even before 
aircraft removed many difficulties. The exploita-
tion of the polar resources, whaling, sealing, fish-
ing, etc., and recently mining, has attracted a dif-
ferent type of expedition. Scientific knowle:dge 
has been the aim of some explorers. The discovery 
Qf the poles has been sought by some. The exten-
sion of state authority has naturally been a motive 
prompting to direct or indirect state aid. Often 
the objectives have been mixed and, as stated, 
.sometimes misleading. 
Fauchille on polar domain.-The late Paul Fau-
·chille gave much attention to the doctrine of sov-
-ereignty over polar areas and reviewed the various 
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theories 'vhich had bee11 advanced. He said in tl1e 
eighth editio11 of Bonfils, published in 1925: 
Etant des territoires, les regions polaires sont susceptibles 
d'appropriation. ~Iais, etant des territoires glaces, elles ne 
sont pas veritablement habitables; elles son seulement ex-
ploitables: les hommes ne sauraient y vivre comme sur les 
autres territoires pour une duree de temps indefinie, ils ne 
peuvent y demeurer que d'une maniere temporaire; c'est en 
consequence un personnel constamment renouYele qu'il 
faudra y entretenir. II suit de Ht que !'appropriation dont 
elles sont susceptibles doit necessairement presenter un ca-
ractere particulier. Il ne peut pas s'agir dans de pareilles 
regions d'une occupation proprement dite, et il ne saurait 
etre question d'y instituer sur place un gouvernement et une 
administration avec tous les rouages que ceux-ci impliquent 
d'ordinaire ( comp. n°. 554). L'occupation que les poles au-
torisent est une occupation d'ewploitation, non pas une occu-
pation d' habitation. Cella-Ht est pour les regions polaires la 
seule qui soit admissible. ~fais il £aut qu'elle existe. Ici, 
co1nme en ce qui concerne tout autre domaine sans maitre,. 
le simple fait de la decouverte est inoperant pour produire un 
droit definiti:f: il prepare !'appropriation, mais il ne la cree 
pas. Rebelles a toute idee d'un sejour indefini, et necessi-
tant un personnel constamment changeant, les regions glacees 
sont par la 1neme incompatibles, de leur nature, avec celle 
d'une souverainete individuelle exclusive. Ce n'est pas a un 
seul Etat, c'est a tous les Etats qu'il :faut reconnaitre le droit 
de les exploiter. C'est en definitive d'une sorte de condo-
minium plural qu'elles doivent entre I' objet: elles doivent 
devenir une possession commune de to us les membres de la 
famille des nations." (Droit International Public, Tome 1,. 
2me Partie, § 531 39 , p. 658.) 
Opi1tio1~ of Professor Hyde.-Professor Hyde in 
1934 in an article e11titled "Acquisition of Sov-
ereignty over Polar Area'' tal{es into account the 
Sector systen1 and its co11sequences. He concludes· 
that-
"If, on account of the rigour of clin1atic conditions in the· 
polar regions, there is to be a relaxation o:f the requirements. 
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of the law demanding occupation as the n1ode of acquiring 
a right of sovereignty over newly found lands, it should 
be kept 'vithin rigid bounds, and never regarded as ap-
plicable to kindred efforts in the temperate zones. The re-
laxation should be confined to the waiving of settlement as a 
necessary condition for the perfecting of a right of sov-
ereignty, provided a claimant state may establish that by 
some other process it is in a position to exercise control over 
what it clailns as its o'Yn. This requirmnent should be ap-
plied in all polar regions. In those of the Arctic, it might, 
ho"~eYer, be recognized that the sovereign of contiguous ter-
ritory projecting itself into the Arctic Circle was, by reason 
of that fact, in a position to exercise requisite control over 
an extensive area, or at least in a position to make proof of 
the fact. Yet in such case, the doctrine of contiguity should 
11ot be permitted to supplant the need of proof, as by ac-
kno,Yledging the possession of a power of control when none 
''as found to exist. In the Antarctic regions no assumption 
of the requisite power should be deen1ed to suffice to beget a 
right of sovereignty, or be accepted as a substitute of proof 
of the requisite pow·er to control." (29 Iowa Law Review, 
January 1934, p. 29±.) 
Russi.a1~ r-ules, 1821.-A Russia11 edict of 4/16 
Septen1ber 1821, published ''for the information of 
all men '' 
' 
''Rules established for the limits of Navigation and order of 
Communication, along the Cost of the Eastern Siberia, 
the North-western Coast of A1nerica, and the Aleutian, 
l(urile, and other Islands 
"SEcT. 1. The pursuits of commerce, 'vhaling, and fishery, 
and of all other industry, on all Islands, Ports, and Gulfs, 
including the whole of the North-west Coast of America, 
beginning fron1 Behring's Straits, to the 51° of Northern 
Latitude, also fro1n the Aleutian Islands to the Eastern 
Coast of Siberia, as 'veil as along the l(urile Islands fro1n 
Behring's Straits to the South Cape of the Island of Urup, 
viz: to the 45° 50' Northern Latitude, is exclusively granted 
to Russian Subjects. 
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"II. It is therefore prohibited to all Foreign Vessels, not 
only to land on the Coast and Islands belonging to Russia, as 
stated above, but also to approach them within less than 100 
Italian 1niles. The Transgressor's Vessel is subject to con-
fiscation, along 'vith the "~hole cargo." (9 Br. & For. State 
Papers, 1822, p. 473.) 
Exceptions were provided for vessels in distress 
and detailed regulations for other vessels. 
In acl{nowledging the receipt of the Rules, the 
Secretary of State of the United States said: 
"I am directed by the President of The United States to 
in£orn1 yon, that he has seen ''ith surprise in this Edict the 
assertion of a Territorial Clailn on the part of Russia, ex-
tending to the 51st degree of North Latitude on this Con-
tinent; and a Regulation interdicting to all Commercial 
Vessels, other than Russian, upon the penalty of seizure and 
confiscation, the approach, upon the High Seas, within 100 
Italian 1niles of the shores to which that Claim is made to 
apply. The relations of The United States with His Inl-
perial l\Iajesty have always been of the most friendly char-
acter; and it is the earnest desire of this Government to 
preserve them in that state. It was expected, before any 
Act which should define the Boundary between the Terri-
tories of The United States and Russia, on this Continent, 
that the same would have been arranged, by Treaty, between 
the Parties. To exclude the Vessels of our Citizens, fro1n 
the shore, beyond the ordinary distance to which the Terri-
torial Jurisdiction extends, has excited still greater surprise. 
"This Ordinance affects so deeply the Rights of The 
United States and of their Citizens, that I am instructed to 
inquire, whether you are authorized to give explanations of 
the grounds of Right, upon principles generally recognized 
by the Laws and Usages of Nations, which can warrant the 
Claims and Regulations contained in it." (Ibid., p. 483.) 
The Russian Minister in a long reply, after re-
lating the historical events leading to Russian 
clain1s, said of these claims that, they-
"rest upon three bases required by the general Law of N a-
tions and immemorial usages among Nations; that is, upon 
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the title of first discovery; upon the title of first occupation; 
and, in the last place, upon that \vhich results from a peace-
ful and uncontested possession of more than half a century; 
an epoch, consequently, several years anterior to that when 
the United States took their place among Independent N a-
tions. 
"It is moreover evident, tliat, if the right of the possession 
o£ a certain extent o£ the N orth-\vest Coast o£ America, 
claimed by The United States, only devolves upon them in 
virtue o£ the Treaty o£ Washington, of the 22d o£ February, 
1819, and I believe it would be difficult to make good any 
other title, this Treaty could not confer upon the American 
Government any right o£ claim against the Limits assigned 
to the Russian Possessions upon the same Coast, because 
Spain herself had never pretended.to a similar right. 
"The Imperial Government, in assigning £or Limits to 
the Russian Possession on the North-West Coast o£ America, 
on the one side Behring's Strait, and, on the other, the 51st 
degree of North Latitude, has only made a moderate use of 
an incontestible right; since the Russian Navigators, who 
were the first to explore that part of the American Continent, 
in 17 41, pushed their discovery as far as the 49th degree of 
North Latitude. 1.,he 51st degree, therefore, is no more 
than a mean Point between the Russian Establishment of 
New Archangel, situated under the 57th degree, and the 
American Colony at the 1nouth of the Columbia, ·which is 
found under the 46th degree o£ the same Latitude." (Ibid., 
p. 485.) 
The Minister, after alluding to the need of 100 
n1iles protective jurisdiction, also said, 
"I ought, in the last place, to request you to consider, Sir, 
that the Russian Possessions in the Pacifick Ocean extend, 
on the North-,vest Coast of America, from Behring's Strait 
to the 51st degree of North Latitude, and, on the opposite 
side of Asia, and the Islands adjacent, from the same Strait 
to the 45th degree. The extent o£ Sea o£ which these Posses-
sions forn1 the limits, comprehends all the conditions which 
are ordinarily attached to shut seas (~fers £ermees), and 
the Russian Government might consequently judge itself 
authorized to exercise upon this Sea, the right of Sover-
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eignty, and especially that of entirely interdicting the en-
trance of Foreigners. But it preferred only asserting its 
essential rights, "·ithout taking any advantage of localities." 
(Ib id., p. 487.) 
1"'h e Arctic and the U1Lited States.-.A.merican 
explorers found the Arctic an alluring area after 
the 111iddle of the 11ineteenth century and made 
111any valuable contributions to the l{nO\vledge of 
the Arctic, but even the discovery of the North 
Pole, though giving arise to much discussion, did 
not contribute to the territorial extension nf the 
U11ited States. 
By the Convention bet\veen the United States 
and Russia concluded April 17, 1824, relative to 
fishing and trading, the regulations in regard to 
subjects of each state were entrusted to each state 
in the Pacific N orth\vest area to 54 1 degrees 40 
111i11utes North latitude. The Treaty of 1832 be-
t,Yeen these Powers extended the privileges of 111U-
tual commercial intercourse and introduced the 
n1ost-favored natio11 treatment, except as i11 special 
agree111ents bet,veen Russia and Prussia, and Rus-
sia and S\veden and Norway. 
B y the Convention of ~larch 30, 1867, bet,veen 
the United States and Russia, the Emperor ceded 
to the United States-
"all the territory and dominion now possessed by his said 
l\Iajesty on the continent of America and in the adjacent 
islands, the same being contained 'vithin the geographical 
limits herein set forth, to 'vit: The eas~rn limit is the line 
of dmnarcation between the Russian and the British posses-
sions in North 1\merica, as established by the convention be-
tween Russia and Great Britain, of February 28-16, 1825, 
and described in Art~cles III and IV of said convention, in 
the follo,Ying terms: 
" 'Commencing from the southernmost point of the island 
called Prince of ''Tales Island, 'vhich point lies in the par-
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allel of 54 degrees 40 1ninutes north latitude, and bet"7 een 
the 131st and 133d degree of w'est longitude, ( 1neridian of 
gree1nvich,) the said line shall ascend to the north along 
the channel called Portland channel, as far as the point of 
the continent "·here it strikes the 56th degree of north lati-
tude; front this last 1nentioned point, the line of de1narcation 
shall follo'v the stunmit of the Inountains situated parallel to 
the coast as far as the point of intersection of the 141st de-
gree of "~est longitude. (of the sa1ne 1neridian;) and finally, 
fron1 the said point of intersection, the said 1neridian line 
of the 141st degree, in its prolongation as far as the Frozen 
ocean. 
" 'I'T· ''rith reference to the line of demarcation laid down 
in the preceding article, it is understood-
" '1st. That the island called Prince of ''Tales Island shall 
belong "·holly to Russia.' (no"·, by this cession, to the United 
States.) 
" '2d. l'hat 'vhenever the sunnn:t of the Inountains \vhich 
extend in a direction parallel to the coast fron1 the 56th 
degree of north latitude to the point of intersection of the 
141st degree of 'vest longitude shall prove to be at the dis-
tance of more than ten 1narin~ leagues fron1 the ocean, the 
limit bet,veen the British possession and the line of coast 
-\vhich is to belong to Russia as aboYe 1nentioned (that is to 
say, the li1nit to the possessions eeded by this convention) 
shall be fonned by a line parallel to the 'vinding of the 
coast, and 'vhich shall neYer exceed the distance of ten 
1narine leagues therefronL' 
''1"'he "·estern limit ''"ithin 'vhich the territories and do-
Tninion conveyed, are contained, passes through a point in 
l3ehring's straits on the parallel of sixty-five degrees thirty 
1ninutes north latitude, at its intersection by the meridian 
'vhich passes n1id,vay bet,veen the islands of l{rusenstern, or 
Ignalook, and the island of Rahnanoff, or N oonarbook, and 
proceeds due north, w'ithout li1nitation, into thfi satne Frozen 
()cean. The sa1ne "~estern liiuit. beginning at the satne initial 
point, procee<ls thence in a course nearly sontlnvest, through 
Behring's straits and Behring's sea, so as to pass mid,vay be-
t,veen the nortlnvest point of the island of St. I .... a,vrence 
and the southeast point of Cape Choukotski, to the tneridian 
!}3707-38-7 
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o£ one hunch·ed and seventy-two "~est longitude; thence, :fronl 
the intersection o£ that rher.idian, in a. soutlnvesterly direc-
tion~ so as to pass Inidw·ay b~tween the island o£ Attou and 
the Copper island o£ the l(brmandorsni couplet or group, in 
the North Pacific ocean, to the: meridian o£ one hundred and 
ninety-three degrees w·est· longitude, so as to include in the 
territory conveyed the whole o£ th~ Aleutian islands east of 
that n1eridian. '' ( 15 Stat: 53'9. ): 
This co11Yentio11 ' ~q,1i~fe~red upo11 the U 11ited 
States only those righ{ts l'-'vhich Russia tl1en pos-
sessed i11 the area described. 
In 1920 the United :States participated in a col1-
ference at Paris v/liidli~~'in a n1ultilateral treaty 
l ' 1 . • (signed, February ~, : .. J-~20, in force, August 14, 
1925) determined the ~tat!Is of the Archipelago of 
Spitzbergen, includi~g i~~ar Island, with vie\v to 
assuring "their dev·elopment and peaceful tltilisa-
tion. '' Under this treaty, by Article I-
, ' o')h· 
",.fhe High Contracti11£~~:r:arties undertake to recognise. 
subject to the stipulati~iis ~~f ' lhe present Treaty, the :full 
and absolute sover~ign(f .J>f ·-~ orway over the Archipelago 
of Spitsbergen, compris~ng, _~ ~ith Bear Island or Beeren-
l~iland, all the island sitilalteg _b~t,veen 10° and 35° longitude 
T~ast o:f Green,vich and li~t~ve~n 7 4° and 81 o latitude North, 
espPcially "''rest Spitsberg.en; North-East Land, Barents 
Island, Edge Island, 'Vich~. Isl~nds, Hope Island or Hopen-
Eiland, and Prince Clia·{·l~~~ ... :foreland, together with all 
islands great or sn1all .~n·~ ·l 1~ocks appertaining thereto." 
( 43 Stat. 1892.) .:~ .. ~~- ~-
N or\vay in accepting .. ' this treaty agrees to give 
equality of treat1nent~. to nationals of the other 
Po\\7ers. There is in ~rti:cle IV special provision 
in regard to radio: -' ·: .. ·~.~-.r 
.._ .. • .._ L 
" ... \11 public ''ireless te,~~gr~phy stations established or to 
br. established by, or wit~1;l tb.e authorisation o£, the Nor-
wegia~1 Government "~it }li_n ~ the territories referred to in 
Artie le 1 shall ahvays be open on a :footing o:f absolute 
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equality to con11nunications fro1n ships of all flags and front 
nationals of High Contracting Parties, under the conditions 
laid do,vn in the ''Tireless Telegraphy Convention of July 
5, 1912, or in the subsequent International Convention 'vhich 
1nay be concluded to replace it. 
'"Subject to international obligations arising out of a state 
of 'Yar, o'vners of landed property shall ahvays be at liberty 
to establish and use for their o'vn purposes 'vireless teleg-
raphy installations, which shall be free to communicate on 
private business 'vith fixed or 1noving "Tireless stations, in-
cluding those on board ships and aircraft." (Ibid.) 
Alaska and the polar area.-In the convention 
between Great Britai11 and Russia of February 
18/16, 1825, the boundary line between Russia and 
British possessions in America on the continental 
111ainland 'vas to follow northward 56 degrees 
North latitude from the summit of the coast moun-
tains to the point of intersection of the 14lst degree 
of \\7 est longitude and from the point of intersec-
tioil was to follo'v this meridian ''in its prolonga-
tion as far as the Frozen Ocean. '' The E11glish 
versio11 'vas a translation of the Fre11ch ''dans son 
prolongement jusqu 'a la Mer Glaciale. '' 
The convention concluded March 30, 1867, be-
t,veen the United States and Russia by 'vhich the 
Russian title in the North West passed to the 
United States, being in French and English, con-
contained the same clause. In .Article I of this 
coi1Ve11tion, the western line of boundary in 
"Behring's Strait" is"fixed at the meridian 'vhicl1 
passes mid,vay between the islands of Ignalook and 
N oonarbook "due north, 'vithout limitation, into 
the same Frozen Ocea11.'' Apparently this con-
vention of 1867 bet,veen the United States and 
Russia 'vas referring i11 jts terms to the same area 
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that had been the subject of 11egotiatio11 bet,vee11 
Great Britain and Russia in 1825. 
l1zte1·pretation of (( jzt.sqzt'ri.''-The significance 
of the words (( jusqu/ri.'' as used in defining bound-
aries bas been the subject of dispute. The ill-
terpretation of jusqu/ li \Yas involved in the Ad-
visory Opinion No. 9 of the Pern1anent Court of 
International Justice. September 4, 1924, in l'e-
gard to the 1\tionastery of Saint-Naoum. The para-
g·raphs in which the 'vords occur 'vere as follows: 
. ' 
"1) Les territoires sur lesquels s~etendront les tra ,.a nx de 
la Conunission ne penYent rester indeter1nines. Ses lilnites 
seront, a ]'ouest, les ll10ntag-nes separant la region cotiere 
attribuee a l'Albanie jusqu'a Phtelia, de la Yal16e d';\rgyro-
castro. Au nord-est, la ligne frontiere de Fancjen eaza otto-
Ulan de Koritza; entre ces deux regions, ]a ligne indiquee 
dans le n1e1norandu1n presente par ~I. Venizelos a la reunion 
for1nera la lin1ite septentrionale des tra Yanx de la Connnis-
sion~ tandis qu'au sud et sud-est cenx-ci s'etendront jnsqn'?t 
la ligne proposee par l'Antriche-Hongrie. 
"2) II est des a present etabli que la region cotiere 
jusqu'a Phtelia, y COlnpris l'ile de Sasseno, la reg-ion situee 
au nord de la ligne grecque, ainsi que Fancien cnza ottonuln 
de Koritza, avec la rive ouest et sud du lac d'Ochrida, s'eten-
dant du village de Lin jusqu'au 1nonastere de Sveti-Naoum, 
feront integrale1nent partie de l'.A.lbanie." (Publications, 
I)er1nanent Court of International Justice, Ser. R, No. 9, 
p. 18.) 
·These paragraphs translated into Englisl1 read, 
" ( 1) 1'he territories over 'vhich the Con11nissioner's 'vork 
" ·ill extend cannot be left ~ndeter1nined. 1'heir li1nits 'vill 
he, on the 'vest, the mountains -separating the coastal region 
.attributed to Albania as far as Phthelia, from the valley of 
1\rgyrocastro. On the north-east, the boundary of the 
for1ner Otto1nan Casa of Koritza; bet,veen these t'vo regions, 
the line indicated in the Inetnorandtnn sub1nitted by ~f. 
~~l enizelos to the meeting 'viii for1n the northern litnit of the 
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CoHnnission ·s 'Yo-rk; "~hile to the south and south-east it 
"·ill extend as far as the line proposed by Austria-Hungary. 
"(2) It is hereby decided that the "~hole o-f. ( integrale-
1nent) the coastal region as far as Phthelia, including the 
island of Sasseno, the region to the north of the Greek line 
and the forn1er Otto1nan Casa of Koritza, together 'vith the 
"~estern and sonthern shore of Lake Ochrida fron1 the 
Yillage of Lin as far as the )lonastery of Sveti-X aou1n shall 
forn1 part of .AJbania.~· (Ibid.) 
Of these paragraphs the opii1i011 says, 
"~.t\s regards the frontier "·hich the Connnission had to 
settle in this district, the I.Jondon decision of August 11th, 
1913, in its second paragraph fixes it 'vhen it deter1nines 
'Yhich districts shall ·henceforth'· fonn an integral part of 
.Albania and giYes their li1nits. It follo"~s that the refer-
ence, contained in the first paragraph of the decision of 
r\.ugust 11th, to the Austro-Hungarian line has not neces-
sarily the 1nenning 'Yhich Serbia desires to give it. The 
frontier at Saint-Xaou1n, far fro1n having been fixed in 
favour of the latter country, had indeed ren1ained undeter-
nlined, as the ..... ~1nbassadors' Conference thought. In fact, 
as regards detennining it, the second paragraph of the 
decision of August 11th see1ns to give no further guidance 
than the single expression: ju8qu'a. As regards that ex-
pression the follo,~ing is to be observed: 
-:'One possible interpretation of the expression jusqu}a 
is that Saint-K aou1n is included in Albania; another that 
it is excluded fron1 that country. The Court considers it 
i1npossible to affinn "~hich of these interpretations should 
be accepted. X un1erous instanees have been cited of the use 
of this expression (j1asqu'd) both in an inclusive and in an 
exclusive sense. The Court does not think it possible, to 
affir1n that the Iueaning of this " ·ord in connection "~ith a 
place like the ~Ionastery of Saint-N aoun1 necessarily iin-
plies either its inclusion or exclusion. It should, ho,vever, 
be observed that in the s~une paragraph, side by side w·ith 
the expression jzusqru~(t !S1aint-J""aotun, is to be found the ex-
pression: j1usqu'a PIt thelia "·hich is sho"~n by the facts of 
the case to 1nean: 'l:>hthelin. inclusive.'" (Ibid., p. 20.) 
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F1tr seals.-Toward the end of the nineteentl1 
ce11tury, the fur seal conservation in the Bering 
Sea and the North Pacific Ocean became a matter 
of negotiation betwee11 the U11ited States ancl 
Russia. After the exchange of many notes, a 
1nodus vivendi was concluded 011 May 4, 1894. 
Provision was n1ade for establishing ''zones out-
side the territorial waters of Russia.'' The para-
graphs relatjng to the zo11es \vere as follows: 
"1. The Government of the United States \vill prohibit 
citizens of the United States from hunting for fur-seal 
''ithin a zone of ten nautical miles along the Russian coasts 
of Behring Sea, and of the North Pacific Ocean, as well as 
'vithin a zone of thirty nautical 1niles around the l(omand-
orsky (Comn1ander) Islands and Tulienew (Robben) Is-
land, and will pro1nptly use its best efforts to ensure the 
observance of this prohibition by citizens and vessels of the 
lJ nited States. 
"2. Vessels of the United States engaged in hunting fur-
seal in the above-1nentioned zones outside of the territorial 
waters of Russia may be seized and detained by the naval 
or other duly co1nmissioned officers of Russia; but they shall 
be handed over as soon as practicable to the naval or other 
commissioned officers of the United States or to the nearest 
authorities thereof. In case of impediment or difficulty in 
so doing, the commander of the Russian cruiser may con-
fine his action to seizing the ship's papers of the offending 
vessels in order to deliver the1n to a naval or other commis-
sioned officer of the United States, or to co1nn1unicate then1 
to the nearest authorities of the United States as soon as 
possible. 
"3. The Govern1nent of the United States agrees to cause 
to be tried by the ordinary courts, 'vith all due guarantees 
of defense, such vessels of the United States as may be seized, 
or the ship's papers of 'vhich 1nay be taken, as herein pre-
scribed, by reason of their engaging in the hunting of fur-
seal 'vithin the prohibited zones outside of the territorial 
waters of Russia aforesaid." (28 Stat. 1202.) 
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Hi1~terlancl doctr-ine.-Olaims to polar areas 
have brought for,vard the ''hinterland doctrine'' in 
a sort of reverse directio11 from the coast line out-
ward rather than from the coast line inland as in 
the nineteenth century claims in Africa. Secre-
tary of State Olney in a note to the British Am-
bassador said of this: 
"It can not be irrelevant to ~~emhrk that 'spheres of influ-
ence' and the theory or practic~ of the 'Hinterland' idea are 
things unkno,vn to international 'la "\V and do not as yet rest 
upon any recognized princi pl~s .of either international or 
municipal law. They are new . departures which certain 
great European po,vers have fohrid 11ecessary and convenient 
in the course of their divisibri} ~1nong themselves of great 
tracts of the continent of Africa,~ and which find their sanc-
tion solely in their reciprocal stipulations. 'Such agree-
ments,' declares a modern English ,,.,Titer on international 
la 'v, 'remove the causes of pres~11( disputes; but, if they are 
to stand the test of time, by wh~at right will they stand~ 
vVe hear much of a certain 'Hinter land' doctrine. The ac-
cepted rule as to the area of territory affected by an act of 
occupation in a land of large extent has been that the crest 
of the watershed is the presun{ptiYe interior limit, 'vhile the 
flank boundaries are the lin1its' 10f .t~1e land 'vatered by the 
rivers debouching at the point of coast occupied. The extent 
of territory clai1ned in respect of an occupation on the coast 
has hitherto borne some reasonable ratio to the character of 
the occupation. But ·where i9 ~he li1nit to the 'Hinterland' 
doctrine? Either these international arrangements can 
a vail as bet,veen the parties · o1'lly and constitute no bar 
against the action of any intru'ding stranger, or n1ight indeed 
is right.' vVithout adopting this criticis1n, and 'vhether the 
'spheres of influence' and the ~Hinterland' doctrines be or 
be not intr:nsically sound and j:nst, ~ there can be no pretense 
that they apply to the American continents or to any 
boundary disputes that no'v exist there or may hereafter 
arise. Nor is it to be ad1nitted that; so far as territorial dis-
putes are likely to arise between. Great Britain and the 
(Jnited States, the accepted principles of international law 
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are not adequate to their intelligent and just consideration 
and decision. For exan1ple, unless the treaties looking to 
the hannonious partition of Africa have 'vorked some 
change, the occupation "·hich is suffic:ent to giYe a state title 
to territory cannot be considered as undetennined. It nutst 
be open~ exclusive, adYerse, continuous, and under clain1 of 
right. It need not be actual in the sense of inYolving the 
possessio pedis oYer the ''hole area elai1ned. 'I' he only pos-
session required is such as is reasonable under all the cir-
cuinstances-in vie\Y of the extent of territory clai1ned, its 
nature, and the uses to "·hich it is adapted and is put-"·hile 
1nere constructive occupation is kept "·ithin bounds by the-
doctrine of cont:guity. 
'"It seen1s to be thought that the international hnv govern-
ing territorial acquisition by a state through occupation is 
fatally defectiYe because there is no fixed tin1e during "·hich 
occupation nu1st continue. But it is obYious that there can 
be no such arbitrary tin1e li1nit except through the consensus,. 
agree1nent, or uniforn1 usage of ciYilized states." (Foreign 
Relations, U. S., 1896, p. 235.) 
Russian custo1ns tvaters, 1910.-Ill 1910 the Rus-
sian authorities raised question as to 'vhether Great 
Britain had protested the clai1n of the United 
States to a t'Yelve mile n1ariti111e custon1 's jurisdic-
tion. The U11ited States replied in the negative. 
In 1909 Russia had adopted a la'v "":rhereby the 
area of supervision by the Russian customs author-
ities is extended to t'velve n1arine 1niles fron1 low-
""'ater n1ark." (Foreign Relations, U. S., 1912, p. 
1288.) At the san1e ti1ne it 'vas reported that a 
British stean1er-
"the Ontcard ""'aS seized on the charge of fishing "·ithin Rus-
sian territorial "·aters; but she "·as voluntarily released by 
the Russian (ioYerninent upon its appearing that 'vhen ar-
rested she "·as, though perhaps 'vithin t"·elve 1niles of a line 
fro1n headland to headland of the 'Vhite Sea, at a distance 
of 1nore than t'velYe 1niles fron1 the shore. The case is there-
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fore of no significance as indicating the intention of the Rus-
sian Govern1nent to insist upon the extension of its terri-
torial control over the 1narginal seas, 'Yhether for customs 
purposes only, or for other jurisdictional purposes." (Ibid.) 
The Britisl1 and Japanese G-overnments protested 
an extensior1 of Russian maritin1e jurisdiction. 
R'ltssia .on 1narit·i·nze jurisdiction, 1912.-Ques-
tions arose upon the jurisdiction of states beyond 
the three-111ile limit in several states in 1912. 
Russia had interpreted its law in regard to cus-
toms regulations on Dece1nber 10/23, 1909, as 
follo,vs: 
"rfhe surface of the 'Yater for t'YelYe 1narine 1niles from 
extrmne lo,Y-,Yater 1nark fron1 the seacoasts of the Russian 
Entpire, "·hether 1najnland or islands, is. recognized as the 
Marine Custo1ns area, 'vithin the lin1its of 'vhich every ves-
~el, w·hether Russian or foreign, is subject to supervision by 
those Russian authorities in '"hose cl1arge is the gua~·ding 
of the frontiers of the En1pire.~' (Foreign Relations, U. S., 
1912, p. 1289.) 
This i11terpretation of rights over the marginal 
sea was reaffirmed i11 subsequent Russian legisla-
tion and proposals were n1ade to exte11d tl1e appli-
cation of the act to fisheries and other maritime 
llndertakings as well as to close certai11 sea areas off 
the Russian coast. 
The arguments that the ra11ge of cannon had in-
creased, that there was a scarcity of fish, etc., were 
adva11ced in stlpport of the clailn for extension of 
jurisdiction. 
Rules \Vere proclain1ed by Russia in 1911 for 
fishing under the Russo-Japanese Co11ve11tion of 
1907. In these regulations it \vas stated: 
"\Vhere the extent of the seashore radius is not defined by 
special international enactn1Pnts or treaties, the present rules 
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coYer the coastal sea to a P.istance of three geogra phical1niles 
( = 12.02 1narine 1niles = 20.87 Yersts), counting from the line 
of the lowest ebb-tide, or fron1 the extre1nity of the coastal 
standing ice. 
"The present rules do not cover the An1ur estuary fron1 a 
line connecting Cape 'Lazareff on the 1nainland to Cape 
Pogobi on the island of Saghalin, to a line connecting Cape 
Perovskiy on the Inainlarid "~ith the northern tributaries to 
the Baikal Gulf on the is1and of Saghalin." (Ibid., p. 1303.) 
The American Ambassador (Guild) revie"\ved the 
situation in a 11ote to :the Secretary of State, Feb-
ruary 3, 1912, saying'( that while the 'vhole matter 
'vas ''111ost con1plicated and confusing," the under-
standing seemed to be that-
"Russia proposes ultin1ately to extend her control in every 
"~ay to a distance of t" .. ehTe Iniles fron1 all her coasts border-
ing on the ocean. This ha~ not yet been fully accomplished, 
but only in part. The qt\estion naturally groups itself into 
three divisions: ~ 
"1. The exercise of custon1s authority to a distance of 
twelve miles fro In all her coasts on the open sea. 
"This law ''as approved by the Emperor December 10/23, 
1909, pronn1lgated January 1/14, 1910, and is now in :force. 
As yet, so far as can be ascertained, no case calling for special 
international protest has .occurred under it. 
"2. The extension of Russian jurisdiction over all open-sea 
fisheries on the Pacific coasts " .. ithin t'velve miles of the lands 
of the Russian En1pire. 
"This la'v ""'as passed l\fay 29 I J nne 11, 1911, and 'vent into 
force December 25/J an\1arY. 7, last. 
"3. The law extending jurisdiction over fisheries conducted 
in the "'\Vhite Sea and within t'velve miles of the Archangel 
Governn1ent " .. as reported favorably by the Con1mittee to the 
Duma last June, but has 'no~ yet been passed. It lies on the 
table and it is reported that English influence is responsible 
for the delay in its passage. : 
"England has for1nally. protested against all three of these 
la ''s in particular and aga~~1st the attitude of Russia in gen-
eral in regard to the exterision of jurisdiction from three 
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Jniles to t\relve. Not being, ho,Yever, specially interested in 
the Pacific Coast fisheries, England has confined vigorous 
action to the Archangel and 'Vhite Sea fisheries, where her 
interests are large. England hopes to be able to get this 
proposed law postponed long enough to permit the matter to 
be presented before the next Hague Conference in 1915. 
The President of the Duma has assured the British Ambas-
sador that the project can not be reached by the present 
Duma, and M. Sazonov practically admitted the same thing 
to 1ne. 
"Japan also has protested in general against the whole 
proposition of extension of jurisdiction to twelve miles from 
shore in the open sea, but she has confined her vigorous ac-
tion to the fisheries in the Pacific,. 'vhere her direct interests 
are enormous. The annual Japanese catch of fish in what 
are now claimed to be Russian waters is valued in gross by 
the Japanese Embassy at 80,000,000 roubles. 
"Japan contends that the section of these laws dealing 
with Pacific fisheries is not only in violation of international 
law, but is also a violation of the spirit of the existing 
Russo-Japanese Fishery Agreement." (Ibid, p. 1304.) 
Soviet decree, 1926.-0n April15, 1926-
"The Presidium of the Central Executive Committee of 
the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics decrees:-
"All discovered lands and islands, as well as all those that 
1nay in the future be discovered, which are not at the date of 
the publication of this decree recognised by the Government 
of the U. S. S. R. as the territory of a foreign Power, are 
declared to be territories belonging to the U. S. S. R., within 
the following limits: · 
"In the Northern Arctic Ocean, from the northern coast 
of the U. S. S. R. up to the North Pole, between the meridian 
32°4'35" east longitude from Green,vich, passing along the 
eastern side of V aida Bay through the triangulation mark on 
Kekursk Cape, and meridian 168°49'30" west longitude from 
Greenwich, passing through the middle of the strait which 
separates Ratmanov and l{ruzenstern Islands of the Dio-
lnede group of islands in the Behring Straits." (125 Br. & 
For. State Papers, 1926, Pt. II, p. 1064.) 
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Br£tish Soviet te1nporary agree1nent, 1.93u.-
Tbe limits for fisheries was partially Olltlined in a 
ten1porary agreen1ent, 1\fay 22, 1930: 
" The Govern1nent of the United J(ingdoin of Great Brit-
ain and Northern Ireland and the Government of the Union 
o£ Soviet Socialist Republics, being 1nutually desirous to 
conclude as soon as possible a for1nal convention for the regu-
lation of the fisheries in 'vaters contiguous to the northern 
coasts of the territory of the lTnion of Soviet Socialist Re-
publics, have IneainYhile decided to conclude the follo,ving 
temporary agreen1ent to serve as a rnodus vivendi pending 
the conclusion o£ a fonnal conventio~1 :-
" ... c\.RT. 1.-(1) The Gover1unent of the Union of Soviet 
Socialist Republics agree that fishing boats registered at the 
ports of the United Kingdon1 n1ay fish at a distance of fron1 
3 to 12 geographical 1niles fro1n lo,v water mark along the 
northern coasts of the Union of Soviet Socialist R.epublics 
and the islands dependent thereon, and 'vill per1nit such 
boats to navigate and anchor in all ''"aters contiguous to the 
northern coasts o£ the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics. 
" ( 2·) As regards bays, the distance of 3 1niles shall be 
measured fro1n a straight line dra " .. n across the bay in the 
part nearest entrance, at the first point ,vhere the 'vidth does 
not exceed 10 1niles. 
"(3) As regards the ''Thite Sea, fishing operations by fish-
ing boats registered at the ports of the United l\:ingdo1n 
1nay be carried on to the north of latitude 68°10' north, out-
side a distance of 3 1niles fro1n the land. 
" ( 4) The " .. aters to 'vhich this temporary agreement ap-
plies shall be those lying bet,veen the n1ericlians of 32° and 
48 ° of east longitude. 
" 2. Nothing· in this tentporary agreen1ent shall be deemed 
to prejudice the vie,Ys held by either contracting Govern-
nlent as to the liinits in international law· of territorial 
''"aters. 
"3. T'he present teinporary agreen1ent comes into force on 
this clay and shall remain in force until the conclusion and 
coining into force of a for1nal convention for the regulation 
o£ the fisheries in "raters contiguous to the northern coasts 
of the territory of the l Jnion of Soviet Socialist Republics, 
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subject, however, to the right of either contracting Govern-
Jnent at any ti1ne to give notice to the other to terminate this 
agree1nent, "·hich shall then re1nain in force until the expira-
tion of G 1nouths fron1 the date on 'vhich such notice is 
given." (132 Br. ~~ For. State Papers, 1930, Pt. 1, p. 332.) 
Lakhti1~e's ·state1nent of U. S. S. R. att·z~ttttde, 
1930.-After the World ''Tar there \Vas a growing 
i11terest in the Polar regio11s. The Arctic fron1 its 
nearness to the areas that had been concerned i11 
the \Var became of particular interest, and expedi-
tions ,,.,ere fitted out i11 various cot1ntries \Vhich 
increased the kno,vledge of the Arctic area. 
Lakhtine, the Secretary-Member of the Co1n-
n1ittee of Direction of the Sectio11 of Aerial La\v 
of the Unio11 of Societies "Ossoaviachin1" of U. S. 
S. R., \Vould be expected to represent the Soviet 
point of view at the tin1e \vhen he was \vriting· in 
1930. In a general sta te1nent he said: 
"'\:ithin, or rather to the north of, the Arctic Circle there 
lie still open to claims of jurisdiction: ( 1) discovered lands 
and islands, ( 2) undiscovered lands and islands, ( 3) ice for-
Illations, ( -l-) sea regions, ( 5) air regions. Each of these 
categories has a legal status in international la ". as possible 
objects of the right of possession and jurisdiction." (2-! 
A. J. I. L. [1930], p. 70-!.) 
Lakhtine states that the rigors of Arctic cli1nate 
and other physical conditio11s make the llsual re-
qt1iren1ents for acquisition difficult in the Arctic 
regions. These have been discovery and continued 
occtlpation and, more rece11tly, notification. He 
finds that hitherto the political and econo1nic nlo-
tives for occupatio11 a11d annexation have not been 
strong and says that-
"Inasinuch, therefore, as the econo1nic possibilities " ·ere 
confined to a relatiYely narro'Y 1naritime belt, sovereignty 
over the lands and islands of the ~~rctic Ocean has been, 
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hitherto, exercised by the adjacent littoral states 'vithout the 
required formalities of effectiYe occupation. 
"As a consequence, the legal princ] ple of 'occupation' as 
applied to the Arctic and Antarctic has been rendered inap-
plicable. It has also beco1ne evident that in Polar regions 
'effective occupation' cannot be realized, and a substitute 
principle that sovereignty ought to attach to littoral states 
according to 'region of attraction' is no'v suggested and prac-
tically applied. In support of this principle several illus-
trations can be given or the practices of States in the region 
of the Antarctic. For instance, England, and then France, 
acquired sovereignty over islands and areas of land 'vithin 
the Antarctic Circle; England chiefly basing her clabn upon 
possession of the Falkland Islands, and France, here, upon 
possession of ~fadagascar. Neither England nor France 
-were in the least disconcerted by the fact that the areas an-
nexed in this manner had not been effectively occupied, and 
that neither had 1nade settlen1ents. These facts did not pre-
Yent them fron1 acquiring control over the 'Yhole of the 
hunting, seal fisheries, etc., in the 'vaters adjacent to these 
possessions, and in some places "~holly to prohibit thmn to 
foreigners. 
~'Let us revert to the consideration of the present legal 
status of lands and islands lying within the Polar circles. 
It will be clearer perhaps for the mon1ent to refer to the sec-
tion of 'regions of attraction' of contiguous northern States." 
(Ibid.) 
The state1nents in regard to the degree of co11trol 
acqt1ired by England and France may be open to 
question. Analogjes drawn from the Antarctic 
"\vould not 11ecessarily be applicable to the Arctic. 
Lakhtine describes what he considers are tl1e '' re-
gions of attraction" in the north polar region and 
reviews to some extent the discussions in regard to 
the Canadian claims, concluding that "it is obvious 
that 'effective occupation' is realized by the activity 
of the U. S. S. R. no less, if not even more con1-
pletely, than, for example, Canada in the case of 
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her P0lar lands in the same latitude." (Ibid., p. 
707.) 
Lakhtine also bases title upQn notes sucl1 as that 
of September 20, 1916, and the decree of April 15, 
1926: 
"The Presidium of the Central' .Executive Comn1ittee of 
the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics decrees:-
'~All discovered lands and island~; as well as all those that 
n1ay in the future be discovered, \Yhich are not at the date of 
the publication of this decree recognised by the Government 
of the U. S. S. R. as the territory of a foreign Power, are 
declared to be territories belonging to the U. S. S. R., within 
the follow:ng lin1its: 
"In the Northern Arctic Ocean, fro1n the northern coast 
o:f the U.S.S.R. up to the North Pole, bet"~een the meridian 
32°-!'33" east longitude fro1n Greenwich, passing along the 
eastern side of \r aida Bay through the triangulation mark on 
ICekursk Cape, and 1neridian 168°49'30'' west longitude 
fron1 Green\Yich, passing through the 1niddle of the strait 
wh:ch separates Ratlnanov and ICruzenstern Islands of the 
Dio1nede group of islands in the Behring Straits.~' (12-! 
Br. & I~~or. State Papers, p. 106-!.) · 
From the notes and decrees Lakhtine states: 
"Therefore, at present, the rights of the U. S. S. R .. over 
the lands and islands, situated 'vithin the sector mentioned in 
the decree, are strictly based and precisely defined." (24 
A. J. I. L. [1930], p. 709.) 
He cited Fauchille, 'vho reviewing the climatic 
conditions and difficulties of occupation, said, 
"II suit de la que l'appropriation dont elles sont suscep-
tibles doit necessairement presenter un caractere particulier. 
II ne peut pas s'agir dans de pareilles regions d'une occupa-
tion proprement elite, et il ne saurait etre question d'y insti-
tuer sttlr place un gouvernement et une administration avec 
tousles rouages que ceux-ci i1npliquent d'ordina:re. L'occu-
pation que les poles antorisent est nne occupation d'exploita-
tion, non pas nne occupation d"habitation. Celie-la est pour 
l~s regions polaires la senle qui soit achniss1>le. )fais il faut 
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qn'elle existe. lei, conllne en ce qui concerne tout autre 
do1naine sans tnaitre, le sin1ple fait de la deconYerte est in-
operant pour produire un droit definitif: il prepare l'appro-
pr!a tion. Blais il He la Cree pas." ('I'rait~ de droit interna-
tional public, t. I~ Pt. 2, p. G58.) 
After further discussion Lakhtine snn1s up the 
positio11 of the lT. S. S. R,. 011 undisroYered lands 
and isla11ds as follo"rs : 
"The question, then, of the legal status of the undiscoYered 
.A .. rctic territories 1nay be regarded as solv(ld not only as a 
theory but by positive hnY. 'fhat is to say, the said landg 
and island8 betng still 1.nuliscovered a1·e already pre8u1ned to 
belong to the national territo1·y of the adJacent Polar State 
in the sectoP of the Tegion of attl·action. in 'Wkirh tlley are to 
be found." (24 ... \.. ,J. I. I~. [1930], p. 711.) 
As to ice formations, l1e says: 
"It n1ust be re1ne1nbered that son1e of the inunoYable ice 
fields are utilized for land con11nunication, and that it is pos-
sible to establish there intertnediate aerial stations, etc. ''r e 
are of the opinion that floating ice 8hould be assi1nilated 
legally to open polar sea8, 1chihd ice {or1nations that are 
1nore or le8s i1nn1.o1.,·able should en)oy a legall•datu8 equivalent 
to pola1· territory. Polar States aequire soYereignty oYer 
them 'vi thin the li1nits of their se<'tors of attraction." (Ibid . ., 
p. 712.) 
Referring to the sea regions, Lakhtine affirms,. 
after consideri11g "1'hat he regards as practice in the 
Arctic: 
"Thus the proposed le~al status for the high seas of the 
.A .. rctic, is, in its essential part, nearly identical ''"ith that of 
'territorial "~aters.' 
~'Snrr1n1ing up ''"e reach the follo,Ying conclusions: 
"1. J->olar States \Yield soYereignty over sea regions cov-
ered \Yith ice, according to their sectors of a ttraetion. 
''2. I~ittoral States 'Yield sovereignty over hnlCl-locked seas. 
free fron1 ice, and oYer gulfs and bays. 
"8. I~ittoral States are en tit led to a sotne,Yhat lintited sov-
ereignty OYP.r all re1naining sea regions free fron1 ice, as 'veil 
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as over territorial \Vaters, Inarititne belts and " ·aters bet,veen 
islands according to their sectors of attraction." (Ibid., 
p. 714.) 
The air regio11s naturally receive attention at 
this time and Lakhtine after the preceding coil-
elusions, says: 
"'I'he problent yet r~Inaining to be solved is that of the 
right of J>olar states to sovereignty over the aerial space 
above the ren1aining \Yater area of the Arctic Ocean, free 
fron1 ice. i. e., the high sea. 
"Inasn1uch as the legal status of these \Yater areas is closely 
assin1ilated to that of territorial \Vaters over \vhich a state 
does exereise a liinited sovereignty; and since, according to 
the international hl \Y of today a littoral State exercises un-
lin1ited j nrisdiction over the a tinosphere above its terri to rial 
\Yaters, there is no reason for treating the question of the 
legal status of these .A.rctic air regions in a different Inanner. 
"'Th:s argannent is strengthened when \Ye realize the in1-
possibility of using airships for econon1ic purposes exclu-
sixely in this part of Arctic aerial space. If an airship 
should be used for operations connected \vith fishing and 
hunting in these open \Vaters, it \Yonld be as necessary to 
obtain the per1uission of the littoral State as it \vould be to 
obtain pennission for fishing and hunting fron1 vessels. 
~[oreover, it is i1npossible to use the air for aerial cominuni-
cation 'vithout crossing ice regions, territorial \vaters and 
territories belonging to a State \vhich exercises sovereignty 
over the at1nosphere above. 
"Hence \Ye conclude that each Polar State fmt'rcises 8over-
eignty o oer the aerial space abo oe the whole re,qion of attrac-
tion of its 8eCf01'. ~ir. r.J. I.J. l~reitfus supports this opinion. 
''r r:ting in 1928 he says: ,,,~ithin each of these sectors, an 
adjacent State exercises its sovereignty over discovered as 
\Yell as over undiscovered lands and islands, this sovereignty 
being exercised not only over land, but also to a certain ex-
tent (yet to be precisely fixed internationally) over seas cov-
ered 'vith ice, surround~ng_ these lands and islands and as 
"·ell over air regions above this sector.'" (Ibid., p. 714.) 
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He divides the Arctic area i11to fiye sectors a11d 
allocates these on treaty and otl1er grou11ds; tl1e11 
says: 
"As to the o'Ynership of the X orth Pole, it should be re-
marked that the Pole is an intersection of 1neridian lines of 
the said five sectors. Neither legally, nor in fact does it 
belong to anyone. It n1ight be represented as an hexahedral. 
frontier post on the sides of "~hich 1night be painted the 
national colors of the state of the corresponding sector.'' 
(Ibid., p. 717.) 
Ber·i1~g Sea Atva1Yl, 1893.-Ill the treaty of 
''T ashington, 1892, agreei11g to the arbitration of 
i:he jurisdictional rights of the U11ited States over 
the \Vaters of the Bering Sea and the preserva-
tioll of the "fur seals i11 or habitually resorting to 
~aid waters,'' there \Yere five questionH proposed. 
~rhe first question was : 
'~'Vhat exclusive jurisdiction in the sea no'v kno,vn as the 
Bering's Sea, and w·hat exclusive rights in the seal fisheries 
therein, did Russia assert and exercise prior and up to the 
time of the cession of Alaska to the United States?" (27 
Stat. 947, 949.) 
Six of the seve11 arbitrators decided as to tbis 
point: 
"By the Ukase of 1821 Russia clailned jurisdiction in the 
S(la no'v kno,vn as the Bering's Sea, to the extent of 100 
Italian miles from the coasts and islands belonging to her, 
bnt. in the course of the negociations 'vhich led to the con-
e] usion of the Treaties of 1824 with the United States and of 
1R25 "~ith Great Britain, Russia ad1nitted that her jurisdic-
tion ~n the said sea should be restricted to the reach of can-
non shot from shore, and it appears that, from that time up 
to the tin1e of the cession of Alaska to the United States, 
Tinssia never asserted in fact or exercised any exclusive juris-
diction in Bering's Sea, or any exclusive rights in the seal 
fisheries therein beyond the ordinary limit of territorial 
'Yaters." (I I1~ur Seal Arbitration. Proceedings of the Tri-
bunal of Arb:tration, p. 77.) 
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Width of territorial tvaters.-Thcre 'vas a11 in-
formal expression of opinion upon the width of ter-
l"itorial 'vaters at the Conference for the Codifica-
tion of International La,v, The Hague, 1930. Of 
thirty-three declarations, sixteen favored three 
1niles, te11 favored follr miles, and seven favored 
six n1iles. M. Egorie\v, re1Jresenting the U. S. S. R. 
said, after these opi11ions l1ad bee11 given : 
"I£ one takes into consideration the state of positive la\v 
at the present tin1e, as it can be discovered in the legislation 
o£ the different States through treaties and diplomatic cor-
respondence, it :s ne2essary to recognise the great diversity 
of vie\v "~hich exists regarding the extent in \vhich the exer-
cise of the rights o£ the Coastal State exists in the waters 
called territorial and adjacent. The exercise of such rights 
:for all purposes or for certain purposes is ad1nitted soine-
times \Yithin the li1nit o£ three, so1netin1es four, six, ten, or 
t\vel 'Te 1niles. 
"1'he reasons, both historical and theoretical, involved by 
sotne States and disputed by others, cannot be put into oppo-
sifon to these facts and the rule or actual necessity for States 
to ensure their needs, particularly in waters along the coast 
"·hich are not used for international navigation. This as-
pect \Yhich has been already noted in the literature on the 
subject, as \Yell as in debates, in this Comm:ssion, cannot be 
over looked. 
"L'" nder these conditions it \VOtlld be better to confine one-
self to a general statmnent to the effect that the use of inter-
national maritime \vaterways n1ust under no conditions be 
interfered with." (2-± A. J. I. L., Sup. [1930], p. 257.) 
Canadian Arctic.-Si11ee 1576 "\Vl1en Martin Fro-
bisher discovered the bay "\vhich bears l1is nan1e, 
11ear to the entrance to Hudso11 Strait, the British 
have l1ad an in1portant part in opening the Arctic 
area North of the An1erican conti11ent. The juris-
diction oYer the area becan1e a n1atter of particulal' 
discussion after Lieutena11t \Villiam A. J\!Ieiltzer of 
the Engineer Corps, U. S. N., applied to the British 
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Consul at Philadelphia, February 10, 1874, for a 
grant of land of about t'venty square 1niles 011 Clllll-
berland Sound. This led to corresponde11ce bet"reen 
the British Colonial Office and the Governor G-en-
eral of Canada and on April 3, 187 4, the Colo11ial 
Office 'vrote to the Governor General of Ca11ada: 
"I request that you "·ill con11nunicate these papers confi-
dentially to your tninisters for their observation. It seen1s 
to 1ne desirable in reference to this and sL11ilar questions to 
be infor1necl ·w·hether your goYenunent "~ould desire that tne 
territories adjacent to those of the Dotninion on the North 
.A .. n1erican continent, "·hich have been taken possession of in 
the Iutnle of this country but not hitherto annexed to any 
colony, or any of thetn, should ·no"· be fortnally annexed to 
the Don1inion of Canada. 
''Her ~Iajesty~s govenunent of course reserve for future 
consideration the cours·e that should be taken in any such 
ease, bnt they are disposed to think that it "·onld not be 
desirable for then1 to authorize settlen1ent in any unoccupied 
British territory near Canada unless the Do1ninion Govern-
Inent and Legislature are prepared to asstune the responsi-
bility of exercising such surveillance over it as 1nay be neces-
sary to prevent the occurrence of la,vless acts or other abuses 
incidental to such a condition of things." (Southern Baffin 
Island. Deparhnent of Interior, p. 9.) 
There 'vas further correspondence and i11 1880 a11 
In1perial Order in Council, 'v'i thout fixing bound-
aries, tendered to Canada-
ttall the British possessions on the North .A.tnerican continent 
not hitherto annexed to any colony." 
The i111plied TeSl)Ol1sibilities '"'ere gradually as-
snined by the Canadian Government. 
The n1ap of the Department of I11terior sho,ving· 
the Canadia11 N orth,vest Territories indicates the 
eastern boundary i11 the Arctic as starting fron1 the 
North Pole along the line of -longitude 60° to a 
point 111idway bet,veen Cape Brevoort, northern 
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Greenland and Cape Unio11, Elles111ere Island, and 
then in a SOlltherly direction along the 'vaters sep-
arating Greenland and Ellesn1ere Island. The 
'vest ern boundary follo\vs the li11e 141 o south to 
the eastern boundary of Alaska at Demarcation 
Point in the Arctic Ocean. The claim is to a fan-
shaped sector north of Canada and extending to 
the N Ol'th Pole, in 'vhicl1 are n1any islands. 
The boundaries of the Canadian Arctic 'vere in-
definite but discoveries by expeditions sent out 
fro1n ti1ne to time increased the l{no,vn area and 
the h}rdrographical, geological, and other kno\vl-
edge of these areas. 
Fro1n 1903 a more effectiYe control 'vas planned 
as 'vas evident in instructions given to the com-
n1ander-i11-charge of an expedition to "Hlldson 
Bay and north,vard therefore'' : 
~ 
'"The Governn1ent of Canada having decided that the time 
has arrived \Yhen so1ne syste1n of supervision and control 
should be established over the coast and islands in the north-
ern part of the Do1ninion, a vessel [the A"eptune] has been 
selected and is no"· being equipped for the purpose of pa-
trolling, exploring, and establishing the authority of the 
(~overiunent of Canada in the "·aters and islands of Hudson 
Bay~ and the north thereof. * * * 
"T'he kno"·ledge of this far northern portion of Canada is 
11ot sufficient to enable definite instructions to be given you 
as to "·here a landing should be 1nade, or a police post estab-
lished; decision in that respect to be left to the Board of 
"fhree aboYe 1nentioned, and 'vherever it is decided to land 
you 'vill erect huts and con11nunicate as widely as possible 
the fact that you are there as representative of the Canadian 
Govern1nent to ad1ninister and enforce Canadian laws, and 
that a patrol vessel \Yill visit the district annually, or 1nore 
frequent 1 y. 
"It 1nay happen that no suitable location for a post will be 
found, in \vhich case yon 'vill return 'vith the vessel but you 
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'vill understand that it is the desire of the Govern1nent that, 
if at all possible, son1e spot shall be chosen where a small 
force representing the authority of the Canadian Govern-
lnent can be stationed and exercise jurisdiction over the sur-
rounding 'vaters and territory. 
"It is not the 'vish of the Governtnent that any harsh or 
hurried enforcen1ent of the laws of Canada shall be 1nade. 
l~ our first duty 'Yill be to itnpress upon the captains of 'vhal-
ing and trading vessels, and the natives, the fact that after 
considerable notice and ''arning the la ".,.s 'Yill be enforced as 
in other parts of Canada." (Ibid., p. 14.) 
Canadia1~ clai1n} 1924.-\i'\Then asked in the Cana-
diail House of Commoils, April 7, 1924, if other 
states "\Vere clain1i11g sovereignty over islands to 
the north of Canada, Mr. Ste,vart replied: 
"Of conrse 1ny honorable friend is a 'vare that interna-
tional la,v, in a vague sort of 'vay, creates ownership of un-
claiined lands 'vithin o.ne hundred 1niles of any coast, even if 
possession has not been taken. At least there is a sort of 
un,vritten la 'v in that respect. Of course possession is a 
very large part of international la 'v as " .. ell as any other 
]a,v." (Canada Debates, House of Con1n1ons, 1924, p. 1111.) 
On June 10, 1925, 'vhen questio11 'vas again raised 
i11 regard to the Arctic islands, Mr. Stewart said: 
"Indeed, I 1nade the state1nent in the House the other 
eYening that 've clain1ed all the territory lying between 
1neridians 60 and 141." (Ibid., 1925, p. 4069.) 
011 the san1e date, Mr. Ste,vart, in reply to a ques-
tion as to "\vhether the jurisdiction of Canada ex-
tended to the North Pole, said, "We claim that we 
go to it." (Ibid.} p. 4084.) Further discussion 
showed that it "\vas not expected that any nation 
'vould claim the North Pole, but 'vould claim land 
lying polarvvard from their coasts. 
R ecogn1"tio1~ of ATctic sovere1~gnty.-In 1930 
clailns to sovereignty "\vere made by N or,vay and 
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(}reat Britai11 over certain islands i11 the Arctic 
a11d tl1ese clairns were reciprocally recognized. 
''SIR 
' 
"RoYAL N on"rEGIAN LEGATION 
London, August 8, 1930. 
"Acting on instructions from n1y governn1ent, I have the 
honor to request you to be good enough to inform His Maj-
esty's Governtnent in Canada that the N or,vegian Govern-
Jnent, w·ho do not, as far as they are concerned, clai1n sover-
eignty over the Sverdrup Islands, for1nally recognize the 
so,~ereignty of H:s Britannic ~Iajesty over these islands. 
"At the san1e ti1ne, n1y gover1nnent is anxious to empha-
size that their recognizance of the sovereignty of His Britan-
nic nfajesty over these islands is in no vvay based on any 
sanction "~hatever of "~hat js na1ned 'the sector principle.' 
I have, &c. 
DANIEL STEEN 
(Charge d'Affaires, a. i.). 
"S " In, 
''Tith reference to 1ny note of today in regard to n1y gov-
ernlnent's recognition of the sovereignty of His Britannic 
l\fajesty over the Sverdrup Islands, I have the honor, under 
jnstructions from 1ny government, to infor1n you that the 
said note has been 'despatched on the assun1ption on the part 
of the Norwegian Gover1unent that His Britannic Majesty's 
Govern1nent in Canada will declare the1nselves willing not to 
interpose any obstacle to Norwegian fishing, hunting or in-
dustrial and trading activities in the areas 'vhich the recog-
nition con1 prises. 
I have, &c. 
DANIEL STEEN 
(Charge d'Affaires, a. i.)." 
(27 A. J. I. L. [1933], Sup. p. 93.) 
The Gover11111e11t of Ca11ada "\vas llnable to gra11t 
the fishing and other rights ll1CI1tioned because 
these \Yere reserved for the aboriginal population,. 
and theN or"\vegian govern111ent concurred. 
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In Nove1nber 1930 the follo\vi11g 11ote a11d reply 
\vas exchanged: 
"OsLo . . .Yove1nber 18, 1930. 
"nf. I~E l\fiNISTHE D~l~TAT, 
"As your Excellency is doubtless a"·are, on the 9th )lay, 
192!l, the N or"·eg:an lVIinister in London addressed a note to 
His l\Iajesty's Principal Secretary of State for Foreign Af-
fairs, announcing that. by a royal decree dated the 8th l\1ay, 
Jan l\Iayen Island had been placed under Nor"·egian 
soverei()'ntv. b ,, 
"I no\v have the honor by direction of His l\fajesty 's Sec-
retary of State for Foreign Affairs to infor1n your Excel-
lency that His ::\Iajesty's Gover1nnent in the United I\:ingdom 
have taken note of this decree and fortnally recognize Nor-
wegian sovereignty over Jan l\Iayen Island. 
"I atn instructed to add that, His l\Iajesty's Government 
not having been infor1ned of the grounds on \vhich N orwe-
gian sovereignty "·as extended to ,Jan l\Iayen Island, their 
recognition of that sovereignty is accorded independently of 
and \vith all d ne reserves in regard to the actual grounds on 
""\Yhich the annexation 1nay have been based. 
I avail, &c. 
l(E~NETH ,JOHNSTONE." 
"'rn.: l\IINisTHY Fou I~onEIGN AFF~uRs 
Oslo, 1Yo1.Y''1nber 19, JtJ80. 
"''~I. LE CHARGE D'Al'}'.\IRES, 
"In a note of the 18th instant you \Yere so good as to state 
that His Britannic l\Iajesty~s G-overnment recognized Nor-
\Yay's sovereignty· over Jan ~Iayen Island. 
''I have the honor, \vhile ackno,vledging the receipt of 
your note, to ask yon to convey to your govennnent the 
thanks of the X or\vegian Govennnent for their friendly atti-
tude to\vards X or\vay, \vhich has found expression in the 
above-tnentioned recognition. 
"I avail, &c. 
(For the Minister for Foreign Affairs), 
Aug. Es1narch." 
(Ibid., p. 92.) 
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Ross Depe1ldency, 1928.-By British Order 111 
Council of Jul)r 30, 1923, it was stated that-
"'Vhereas by ''I'he l3ritish Sett le1nents Act, 1887 ,' it is, 
a1nongst other things, enacted that it shall be lawful for His 
~{ajesty in Council fro1n ti1ne to tin1e to establish all such 
la ''s and institutions and constitute sueh Courts and officers 
as Inay appear to His ::\ [ajesty in Council to be necessary for 
the peace. order and good goYerninent of His ::\Iajesty"s sub-
jects and others "·ithin any British settle1nent; 
~• .. :\.nd ''hereas the coasts of the Ross Sea, 'Yith the islands 
and territories adjacent thereto, bet"·een the 160th degree of 
East Longitude and the 150th degree of '':est Longitude, 
'vhich are situated south of the 60th degree of South Lati-
tude, are a British settlen1ent "·ithin the n1eaning of the said 
.A .. ct; 
''And "·hereas it is expedient that provision should be 
n1ade for the goverinnent thereof: 
'':X o"·, therefore, His ::\Iajesty, by virtue and in exercise of 
the po"~ers by the said .A.ct, or other,vise in His ~fajesty 
vested, is pleased, by and 'vith the advice of his Privy Coun-
cil, to order, and it is hereby ordered, as follo,vs: 
"1. Fro1n and after the publication of this Order [August 
16, 1923] in the '(ioverninent Gazette of the Don1inions of 
Ne'' Zealand' that part of His ::\Iajesty"s Do1ninions in the 
.. ~ntarctic Seas, "·hich con1prises all the islands and terri-
tories bet"·een the 160th degree of East I..Jongitude and the 
lnOth degree of 'Vest Longitude 'vhich are situated south of 
the 60th degree of South lAl titude shall be na1ned the Ross 
Dependency. 
"2. Fron1 and after such publication as aforesaid the Gov-
ernor-General and Connnander-in-Chief of the Do1ninion of 
N e"· Zealand for the ti1ne being (hereinafter called 'the 
Governor~) shall be the Goyernor of the Ross Dependency; 
and all the po"·ers and authorities "·hieh by this Order are 
given and granted to the Governor for the ti1ne being of the 
Ross Dependency are hereby vested in hin1." (117 Br. & 
For. State Papers, p. 91.) 
I11 this Order in Council no southern lin1it was 
named for th·e British territor)r. 
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A1nerica1~ 1vriters on polar areas.-In recent 
;rears American 'vriters have given considerable 
attention to topics related to polar areas. There 
was for many years a keen interest in exploration 
and discoveries in these regions vvithout any 
fl1rther pu11)ose than in astronomical discoveries. 
Who 'vould first reach the North Pole became an 
interesting competition long after the hopes for an 
easy northwest 'vater passage had disappeared. 
'The re,vards of polar fisheries widened l{n0,vledge 
of polar areas. 
In concluding an article on Arctic Exploratio11 
and International La'v in 1909, Dr. James Brown 
Scott said: 
"It would therefore appear that arctic discoYery as such 
Yests no title, and that the arctic regions, except and in so 
far as they haYe been occupied, are in the condition of Spitz-
bergen, that is to say, no man's land." ( 3 .A ... J. I. L. [1909], 
p. 941.) 
After the vV orld War there 'vas an increase in 
attention to the significance of control of the polar 
regio11s fron1 the political point of view. Mr. 
David Hllnter l\iiller in an article in Foreign 
Affairs in April 1927 raises certain qtlestions 
saying: 
"'The area of the earth's surface north of the .A .. rctic Circle 
(66°30'~ as usually dra,vn; strictly it is 66°312/3') corn-
prises over eight 1nillion square 1niles. ''That States haYe 
soYereignty oYer this Yast region '? 1"'o "That countries are 
''e to assign the kno,vn and the unkno,vn?" ( 4 Foreign 
Affairs, p. 47.) 
After revie,ving the various claims to tl1e Arctic 
territories, .. ~Ir. Miller sun1s up the claims as 
follows: 
"It con1es to this: the areas round the Korth Pole, "That-
€ver they n1ay be, forrn three or four great cone-shaped 
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sectors-the Canadian sector fron1 60° \vest to 141 o \vest; 
the American sector fron1 141° \vest to 169° \vest; and the 
great Russian sector running fron1 169° \vest to son1e un-
·defined line in the neighborhood of 30° or 40° east longitude. 
'The remainder of the circle, fron1 say 40° east to 60° \vest, 
"·otlld, so. far as this theory goes, be unassigned, but, very 
fittingly, that re1nainder seems to contain no land at all 
north of Spitsbergen and Greenland. Possibly a few islands 
.close to the north Greenland coast are exceptions to this 
statement. 
"\Vhatever 1nay be said by \vay of argu1nent against this 
Canadian theory, it is certainly a highly convenient one. 
A.ll nnkno\vn territory in the Arctic is appropriated by 
three Great Po\vers and divided an1ong then1 on the basis 
of the 1nore southerly status quo. Certainly if these three 
IJo,vers are satisfied \Vith such a partition, the rest of the 
"·orld \viii have to be." (Ibid, p. 59.) 
Referri11g briefly to the .Antarctic in 1927, after 
mentioning Coats Land, Enderby Land, l(emp 
Land, etc., Mr. Miller says: 
"It n1ay be asstuned that each 'Land,' \vhile not capable of 
precise delimitation and perhaps referring prin1arily to the 
coast, is intended to include the segment to the south as far 
as the Pole, the hinterland or 'hinter-ice,' so to speak. Taken 
r~.ll together, \vith the Ross Dependency and the Falkland 
Islands Dependency, they ·would include nearly all of the 
Antarctic Continent." ( 5 Ibid., p. 509.) 
The judgment of the Perma11ent Court of Inter-
national Justice of April 5, 1933, concerning the 
I.Jegal Status of Eastern Gree11land paid great re-
spect to ancient claims even tl1ough these had 11ot 
been follo\ved by actual and continued control. 
rrhere were, ho\vever, for ma11y years diplomatic 
assertions of rights over Greenla11d territory. I11 
a declaration accompanying the treaty confir1ning 
the purchase of the Danish vV est I11dies by the 
United States on Augllst 4, 1916 (proclaimed Janu-
ary 25, 1917), it was stated "that the Government 
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of the Gnited States of Arnerica 'vill 11ot object to 
the Danish Govern1nent extending their political 
and econo1nic interests to the 'vhole of Gree11land. 
Professor Charles Che11ey Hyde says of this and 
other diplo1natic coi11111llllications of the clai1nants: 
"N eYertheless~ the readiness of the court to find in the 
conduct in behalf of the n1onarchs of X or,Yay and Denn1ark 
the creation and n1aintenance of rights of soYereignty oYer 
an unoccupied area, and the early deYelop1nent of the terri-
torial lin1its of those rights by assertions of authority that 
,\·ere and re1nained unsupported by the exercise of actual 
achninistratiYe control or occupation, is of n1neh signifi-
eance." (27 .. A .. J. I. I.J. [19:3:)], p. 738.) 
11he }Jolar sector.-The polar sector to 'vhich ref-
ereiice has bee11 n1ade si11ce early in the nineteenth 
ce11tury is a spherical triangle 'vith apex at the pole 
and bounded by t'vo 111eridians, and having llsnall~r 
as a base a coast line or a parallel of latitude. 
''Tithin this area various degree of control1nay be· 
clai1I1ed and inchoate title to all lands is usually 
clai1ned. 
The sector tlleor.IJ.-The sector theory as applied 
to polar areas ''"'ould coYe1· the area of a spherical 
triangle the base of 'vhich 'Yould be the line of polar 
jurisdiction of a state, and the apex the pole so far 
as this area i~ free fro1n other jurisdiction. The 
claim is also n1ade that the jurisdictio11 'volllcl ex-
tend belo'Y the surface of the sector to the center 
of the earth and above the sector to the li1nit of 
aerial jurisdiction. 
\'7bether the base line of the polar sector n1nst 
be 'vholly or in }Jart '""ithin the polar circle bas 
been a debatable question, but it 'vould be 1nore 
difficult to detei·n1ine just 'vhere this line should be 
if not lin1ited to the })olar area. 
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I11 tl1e case before the Per1nanent Court of I11ter-
national Justice i11 1933 011 the Legal Status of 
Eastern Gree11land, even though n1uch of the area 
of Greenland is north of the Arctic Circle, the three 
rnile limit of coast jurisdiction seen1s to have bee11 
recog11ized. 
Opi1Lio1~ of S1nedal.-Gt1stav S1nedal, 'vho has 
given much attention to the sector doctrine, said: 
'"'fhe sector principle is not n legal principle having a 
title in the ]a \Y of nations. 'rhis is partly achnitted by those 
"·ho n phold it. X or should the principle be etnbodied in 
international l:nY, for one reason because it nin1s at a 
JHoHopoly ,,·hich ,,·ill doubtless delay, and partly prevent, . 
an exploitation of the polar regions. 
';It is of intcre~t to observe h<n,· States that clairn 
sovereignty in sector areas nevertheless atte1npt to take 
charge of lands ly1ng in these areas by effective occupation. 
By so doing they sho\Y they fully realise that a territorial 
sovereignty \Yhich they nuty rightly require to be respected 
by foreign States, n1ust be based on a 1nore solid foundation 
than the sector principle." ( .A.cquisition of Sovereignty 
over Polar 1\.rens, p. 6-!.) 
Aerial soverfignty.-Changing attitudes to,vard 
1·igl1ts j11 the air n1arked the early decades of the 
t'ventieth century. Even the Institute of Inter-
national La'v in 1906 favored the doctrn1e of free-
doin of the air st1bject only to limitations essential 
to the security of the subjacent state. With the 
coming of the World War, it became evident that 
the doctri11e of freedom of the air 'vas no longer 
practicable after the developn1ent of aircraft and 
1·adio. Control of tl1e stlperjaeent air 'vas assumed 
by neutrals and by belligerents to the lilnit of the 
jurisdiction of states, and the Conventio11 for the 
Regulatio11 of Aerial Navigation, 1919, recognized 
"that every Power has complete and exclusive sov-
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ereignty over the air space above its territory,'' and 
this i11cluded territorial 'vaters. Over areas 'vhich 
are not 1111der any jurisdictio11, as the high seas, the 
air is free a11d the delineation of maritime jurisdic-
tioll therefore beco111es important. 
Aerial co?n?nerce.-During the period since the 
\\T orld \}\Tar, civil aerial commerce has increased in 
11umber of aircraft and in passengers, and in mail 
carried and miles fio"rn, at a ratio that seems al-. 
most inconceivable. In 1926 air express in the 
United States 'vas less than 4,000 pot111ds; i11 1935 
the total 'vas nearly 14,000,000 pounds. The 
speed of aircraft i11 Europe increased in the five· 
year period fi'Oll11930 to 1935 from about 275 kilo--
meters per hour to n1ore than 700 kilon1eters. The-
radius of :flight has aln1ost eliminated distance S(} 
that the limits of national boundaries are insignifi-
callt and so1ne states 111ay be :flo,v11 over in a fe,v 
minutes. .Aids to aerial navigation through radio) 
and other 1neans have greatly facilitated aerial 
co111111erce. The k11o,vledge of weather conditions~ 
is easil3T transmitted from surface stations. Some 
of the diffic11lties of flight in the upper altitudes: 
are being overco1ne and enthusiasts are eve11 lool~­
ing for\Yard to interplanetary journeys. 
Aircraft and neutral j1~r-isdict£on.-From the na-
tllre of aerial navigation it is evide11t that don1estic· 
legislation of a single state could cover only a lim-
ited space 'vithin which aircraft 'vould normally-
operate. The period of the World \Var; 1914-18,. 
gave a1nple opportunity for testing the attitude of 
neutral states toward belligere11t aircraft. The· 
prohibitio11 of entrance to neutral jllrisdiction 'vas. 
general ai1d n1a11y belligerent aircraft 'vere shot-
do,vn ''"'hen above 11eutral land or n1aritime juris--
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diction. Eve11 j11 til11e of peace, 1nilitary aircraft 
are ofte11 forbidde11 to fly over foreign territory 
\vithout previous authorization to be requested 
through diplon1atic representatives. 
Ai1rcraft i1~ d-istress.-During the \f\T orld War 
aircraft of a belligerent entering neutral territory 
in distress or in a disabled condition 'vere usually 
interned, and the unratified rt1les of the Comn1is-
sion of Jurists, The Hague, 1923, accepted intern~· 
1nent as the treat111ent to be accorded to belligerent 
aircraft e11teri11g neutral jurisdiction "for any rea-· 
son 'vhatsoever." Tl1at a neutral aircraft in ·dis-
tress entering a belligerent jurisdiction should be 
inter11ed or has violated a11y la'v does not neces-
sarily follow. That a belligerent would be justified 
in taking precautio11s esse11tial to its safety and to 
the unhampered carryi11g out of its 1nilitary plans 
is 11ot de11ied. This 1nay even extend to the area of 
immediate military operations 011 the high sea, but 
not to an aTea 1nore re1note. 
Com1nissio1~ of Jurists, 1923.-The Commission 
of Jurists "\vhich dre\v up the rules for aerial "\var-
fare, 1923, formula ted the follo"ring : 
"ARTICLE 37. ~Ie1nbers of the crew· of a neutral aircraft. 
''"' hich has been detained by a belligerent shall be released 
unconditionally, if they are neutral nationals and not in tlH~ 
serYice of· the ene1ny. If they are enmny nationals or in 
the serYice of the ene1ny, they 1nay be 1nade prisoners of \Yar. 
"Passengers are entitled to be released unless they are in 
the serv·ice of the ene1ny or are ene1ny nationals fit for Inili-
tary service, in \Yhich cases they 1nay be Inade prisoner~ of 
war. 
"Release 1nay in any case be delayed if the 1nilitary in-
terests of the belligerent so require. 
"'fhe belligerent Inay hold as prisoners of \Yar any Inen1 -
ber of the cre\v or any passenger ''"hose serYice in a flight 
nt the close of \Yhich he has been captured has been of speciaT 
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and actiYe assistance to the enen1y:· (192-l: ~aYal 'Yar 
College, International Law Doctunents, p. 1;-30.) 
Coiniueut ou this article explains that-
"If they are of ene1ny nationality or in the ser,·ice of the 
enen1y. or engaged in a violation of neutrality, there is good 
reason for detaining then1 as prisoners of \ntr. If not, they 
should be released unconditionally. 
"Passengers \Yho are in the setTice of the ene1ny or \vho 
Hre enemy nationals fit for 111ilitary ser,·iee lHay llke\\·ise be 
detained:~ (Ibid.) 
It \vas ad1nitted that teu1porary delay in release 
n1ight be a n1ilitary exigency without i11fringing 
on the right. vVhen cre\v or passengers had reil-
dered 1nilitary service duriug the flight they n1ight 
be n1ade prisoners of \var regardless of natio11ality. 
'fhis rule \Vas said to be i11 confor111ity \vith \Vorld 
''Tar practice but had not received "l1nani1uous as-
sent,'' because it \Vas ''an extension of the accepted 
rnlPs of inter11ational la\v'' and lack of provisions 
for unconclitio11al release. 
It has bee11 admitted that reservists in transit 
fron1 a neutral state to a belligerent to e11ter Inili-
tary service may be allowed to depart by a 11eutral 
state provided this does 11ot constitute the setting 
011 foot of a n1ilitary expeditio11 fron1 the 11eutral 
state. That perso11s already embodied in the nrili-
tar~r service of a belligere11t might be liable to be 
rernoved from a vessel seen1ed to be in accord \vith 
the practice duri11g the World \Var. That citize11s 
of neutral states might be in such a category \Vould 
seem to be very unusual, as foreign enlistment is 
contrary to the domestic la\v of n1ost states a11d is a 
violation of 11eutrality. Journeying to a belliger-
ent country for the purpose of e11listing is 11ot pro-
hibited. Even the rules of the Co1nn1ission of 
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Jurists, 1923, presume liability on the ground that 
''services have been rendered.'' The liability 
seems to rest upon persons \Vho are ''embodied in 
the service'' and therefore under legal obligation 
to serve, or persons who ''have rendered service.'' 
Transit ~·n polar regio?ts.-The movement of p~r­
sons and property in the polar regions has long 
been a capital problem. The climatic conditions 
have been very severe in some parts and snow and 
ice have added difficulties. Long periods of dark-
ness further limited activities. When sailing ves-
sels relied solely on air currents, their movements 
were to some degree seasonal and correspondi11gly 
slovv, a11d the speed of sailing vessels i11 Arctic ice 
was relatively insignificant. Russian ice breakers, 
however, became increasingly serviceable. Dog 
and reindeer sleds \vere used for some purposes. 
More recently steam vessels, . tractors, aero-sleds 
and various types of aircraft and radio have made 
polar regions relatively accessible and removed 
many barriers . 
.ilferchant s~tbmari1~es.-It has been mentioned as 
a possibility that if a satisfactory surface passage 
tl1rough the polar ice cannot be found, a passage 
under the ice for a part of the distance might be 
discovered. This has led to the renewal of the dis-
Cllssion as to \vhether submarine merchant vessels 
would be admitted to waters of foreign states. 
The entrance of foreign merchant submarines be-
came a subject of discussion in 1916 \vhen the Ger-
man submari11e Deutschland entered American \Va-
ters. The fact that the United States \Vas neutral 
and Germany was at war led the British Govern-
ment to give the Secretary of State of tl1e United 
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States quite full information upon tl1e British at-
titude i11 the matter i11 a commm1ication of July 3, 
1916: 
"Now, persistent ru1nours are current that a German sub-
marine is on its way to a United States port. In view of 
such a possibility, I am directed by Sir Ed ward Grey to 
submit for your consideration some of the views held by 
His Majesty's Government on the issues raised by the visit 
of such a craft to a neutral port. 
''It is unlikely that a German submarine would cross to 
an .Alnerican port except for the purpose of conducting 
hostile operations on this side of the Atlantic. The practice 
of ad1nitting belligerent vessels of war into neutral ports 
and allowing them supplies arises, as you are aware, out of 
the exigencies of life at sea and fron1 the hospitality ·which 
it is customary to extend to vessels of friendly po,vers. But 
the principle does not extend to enabling such vessels to 
utilise neutral ports and obtain supplies for the purpose of 
facilitating their belligerent operations. 
"In 1904 when the Russian Baltic Fleet was about to sail 
for the Far East to attack the Japanese forces and was ex-
pected to coal in British ports, His ~fajesty's Government 
publicly defined their attitude in the above sense and made 
it clear that the use of British ports by belligerent lnen-of-
''ar under such circun1stances could not be regarded by them 
as consistent with the declared neutrality of Great Britain 
in the 'var then in progress. 
"The enemy subn1arines have been endeavoring for nearly 
eighteen months to prey upon the Allied and neutral conl-
Inerce, and throughout that period enen1y governments have 
never claimed that their submarines "~ere entitled to obtain 
supplies from neutral ports. This must have been due to 
the fact that they thought they would be n1et with a refusal 
and that hospitality could not be claimed as of right. The 
difficulty of knowing the movements or controlling the sub-
sequent action of the submarines renders it impossible for 
the neutral to guard against any breaches of neutrality after 
the submarine has left port and justifies the neutral in dra,v-
ing a distinction bet,veen surface ships and submarines. 
'I'he latter, it is thought, should be treated on the same 
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footing as sea planes or other aircraft and should not be 
allowed to enter neutral ports at all. This is the rule pre-
scribed during the present war by N or""ay and S'veden. 
1\nother point of distinction bet,,een surface ships and sub-
Jnarines should be borne in n1ind. A surface vessel demand-
ing the hospitality of a neutral port runs certain inevitable 
risks; its whereabouts become known and an enemy cruiser 
can await its departure from port. This and similar facts 
put a check on the abuse by belligerent surface ships of 
neutral hospitality. No such disadvantages limit the use to 
v;hich the Germans might put neutral ports as bases of 
supplies for submarine raiders. 
"For these reasons, in the opinion of His ~1ajesty's Gov-
ernment, if any enemy submarine attempts to enter a neutral 
port, permission should be refused by the authorities. If 
the submarine enters it should be interned unless it has been 
driven into port by neces~ity. In the latter case it should be 
allowed to depart as soon as necessity is at an end. In no 
circumstances should it be allowed to obtain supplies. 
"If a submarine should enter a neutral port flying the 
n1ercantile flag His l\Iajesty's Government are of opinion 
that it is the duty of the neutral authorities concerned to 
enquire closely into its right to fly that flag, to inspect the 
vessel thoroughly and, in the event of torpedoes, torpedo 
tubes or guns being found on board, to refuse to recognise 
it as a merchant ship. 
"In bringing the above to your serious consideration I 
have the honor to express the confident hope that the United 
States Government ''ill feel able to agree in the views of 
llis ~fajesty's Governn1ent and to treat submarine vessels of 
belligerent powers visiting United States port accordingly.'' 
(Foreign Relations, U. S., 1916, Sup., p. 765.) 
The Acting Secretary of State ackno,vledged the 
receipt of the communication and later indicated, 
that as to the Deulschland) he thought the British 
''were making entirely too much of the incident.'' 
On arrival in Baltimore, the German submarine 
Deutschlan.d was found to be a merchant vessel 
with a cargo of dyestt1ffs. (Ibid.) p. 768.) 
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The French Embassy on August 21, 1916, trans-
mitted a memorandum to the Department of State 
'vhich related to sub1narine navigatio11. Later 
identic me1noranda 'vere received from British, 
Russian, Japanese and Italian embassies and the 
Portuguese Legation. The memorandum was as 
follovvs: 
"In vie·w of the developinent of sub1narine navigation, 
and by reason of the acts 'Yhich, in present circumstances, 
may unfortunately be expected from enemy submarines, the 
Allied Governments consider it necessary, in order not only 
to safeguard their belligerent rights and the liberty of com-
mercial navigation, but to avoid risks of dispute, to urge 
neutral govern1nents to take effective measures, if they have 
not already done so, with a view to preventing belligerent 
submarine vessels, 'Yhatever the purpose to 'vhich they are 
put, from making use of neutral 'Yaters, roadsteads, and 
l)Orts. 
"It may further be said that any place ""hich provides a 
submarine 'varship far fro1n its base with opportunity for 
rest and replenishment of its supplies thereby furnishes 
such an addition to its po,vers that the place becomes in 
fact, through the advantages ""hich it gives, a base of naval 
operations. 
"In vie'v of the state of affairs thus existing, the Allied 
GoYern1nents are of opinion that-
"Subinarine vessels should be excluded fro1n the benefit 
of the rules hitherto recognized by the la 'v of nations re-
garding the admission of vessels of "Tar or merchant vessels 
jnto neutral 'Yaters, roadsteads, or ports, and their sojourn 
in them. 
"Any belligerent subn1arine entering a neutral port should 
be detained there. 
"The Allied Governments take this opportunity to point 
out to neutral po,vers the grave danger incurred by neutral 
submarines in navigating regions frequented by belligerent 
submarines." (Ibid., p. 769.) 
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I11 concluding, a soine\vhat detailed reply, the 
Secretary of State said: 
"the Government of the United States reserves its liberty of 
action in all respects and will treat such vessels as, in its 
opinion, becomes the action of a power 'vhich 1nay be said 
to have taken the first steps to,Yard establishing the princi-
ples of neutrality and which for over a century has n1ain-
tained those principles in the traditional spirit and 'vith the 
high sense of impartiality in which they were conceived. 
'"In order, however, that there should be no misunder-
standing as to the attitude of the United States, the Govern-
rnent of the United States announces to the Allied po,Yers 
that it holds it to be the duty of belligerent po,vers to dis-
tinguish bet,veen submarines of neutral and belligerent 
nationality, and that responsibility for any conflict that may 
a.rise bet,Yeen belligerent "·arships and neutral submarines 
on account of the neglect of a belligerent to so distinguish 
between these classes of sub1narines must rest entirely upon 
the negligent po,Yer." (Ibid., p. 771.) 
An inquiry undertaken by the United States 
about this time showed that ma11y neutral states 
reserved the right to treat private merchant sub-
marines as other private merchant vessels vvould 
be treated. 
Resume.-(a) During the World War neutral· 
states prohibited the use of the superjacent air by 
aircraft of all descriptions and i11 many cases shot 
down aircraft entering this jurisdiction. Subse-
quent conventions, proposed or concluded, have 
usually affirmed the complete sovereignty of the 
subjacent state in the superjacent air not merely in 
the time of war but also in the time of peace. l\fany 
conventions, mutually permit and regulate in detail 
the entrance of foreign aircraft, the use of aero-
dromes, the bounds between which entrance may 
take place and the routes to be followed, etc. 
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Conventions also specifically state tl1at the pro-
visions apply as well to the air above jurisdictional 
waters as above land. At The Hague in 1923, the 
Commission of Jurists discussed some of these 
})ropositions for extension of jllrisdiction and 
reported: 
"Detailed consideration of the proposal led the Inajority 
o.f the delegations to think that ~he suggestion is not 
practicable. 
"It seems inevitable that great confusion 'vould :follo'v 
from any rule 'vhich laid do""'ll a different width :for the 
territorial airspace :from that recognised :for territorial 
'-vaters, 1nore particularly in· the case o:f neutral countries 
for " .. hose benefit and protection the proposal is put :for-
'"ard. As an exa1nple it is only necessary to take article 42, 
"
1 hich obliges a neutral State to endeavour to compel a 
belligerent military aircraft entering its jurisdiction to 
alight. If the aircraft entered the jurisdiction :from over 
the high seas, it 'vould do so at 10 1niles :from the coast, and 
if in compliance 'vith neutral orders it :forth,vith alighted 
on the 'vater, it 'vould then be outside the neutral jurisdic-
t]on, and the neutral State could not intern the aircraft. 
"On principle it 'vould seem that the jurisdiction in the 
airspace should be appurtenant to the territorial jurisdiction 
enjoyed beneath it, and that in the absence of a territorial 
jurisdiction beneath, there is no sound basis :for jurisdiction 
in the air. 
"Further1nore, it is :felt that the obligation to enforce 
l'(Spect for neutral rights throughout a 10-mile belt ''"'ould 
impose an increased burden on neutral Po,vers 'vithout 
adequate co1npensating advantages." (1924 Naval \Var 
College, Int. La'v Situations, p. 152.) 
There seems ample ground for prohibition of the 
use of air above the state jurisdiction but not for 
extension of authority beyond this limit. There 
is, ho\vever, no general agreement upon a maritime 
jurisdiction off the coast except for tl1ree miles, in 
spite of many claims to more extended jurisdiction. 
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(b) A state 111ay for reasons of its o\vn estab-
lish a radio station otltside the jurisdiction of any 
other state and it \vould become responsible for its 
control and operation. As a neutral state in con-
trol of the station, responsibility _vvould extend to 
the prevention of the use of the station in any un-
neutral manner, but not necessarily to the closing 
of the station. Such a station on the high sea 
rnight be for scientific or other purpose having no 
relation to the 'var and as such would not be under 
orders from a belligerent. 
(c) The rigl1t of a state to prevent or to regulate 
the movement of foreign aircraft is limited to tl1e 
air 'vithin its jurisdiction which extends to the air 
above its land and maritime boundaries. Generally 
accepted maritime boundaries now extend at least 
to three miles from the lo,v-water mark along the 
coast and three miles outside the limits of .its bays. 
Whether the direction is tovvard the equator or 
to,vard the pole makes no difference-the jurisdic-
tion extends seaward for three miles. 
(d) All aircraft have equal rigl1ts in flight over 
the high sea. In time of vvar, neutral aircraft mtlst 
l'espect the rights of belligerents. The route over 
the poles may be found to have special advantages, 
or routes in some other regions may be found 
more practicable. These facts do not give to states 
in the neighborhood any extension of jurisdictional 
control thougl1 extension by conventional agree-
ments might be expedient in some cases. 
(e) The right of innocent 1)assage prevails both 
in time of 'var and in time of peace. 
The three-mile limit is usually measured outward 
from the low-water mark. 
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The Conference for the Codification of I11terna-
tional La\v, The Hague, 1930, gave considerable at-
tention to the determination of the lo\v-water n1ark 
and the Report says : 
"The traditional expression 'low-,vater n1ark' n1ay be in-
terpreted in different w·ays and requires definition. In 
practice, different States e1nploy different criteria to deter-
mine this line. 1"'he two follow·ing criteria have been taken 
n1ore particularly into consideration: first, the lo,v-·water 
ntark indicated on the charts officially used by the Coastal 
State, and, secondly, the line of mean lo,V-"\\"ater spring 
tides. Prefe-rence 'vas given to the first, as it appeared to 
be the more practical. Not every State, it is true, possesses 
official charts published by its own hydrographic services, 
but every Coastal State has so1ne chart adopted as official 
by the State authorities, and a phrase has therefore been 
used 'v hich also includes these charts. 
"The divergencies due to the adoption o:f different criteria 
on the different charts are very slight and can be disre-
garded. In order to guard against abuse, however, the 
proviso has been added that the line indicated on the chart 
r.nust not depart appreciably from the n1ore scientific 
criterion: the line of n1ean low-"\\Tater spring tides. 1"'he 
term 'appreciably' is admittedly vague. Inasn1uch, ho,v-
ever, as this proviso 'vould only be of importance in a case 
'vhich 'vas clearly fraudulent, and as, n1oreov.er, absolute 
precision \\"ould be extremely difficult to attain, it is thought 
that it n1ight be accepted. 
"If an elevation of the sea bed "" hich is only uncovered 
at lo'v tide is situated "Tithin the territorial sea off the main-
land, or off an island, it is to be taken into consideration on 
the analogy of the North Sea Fisheries Convention of 1882 
in determining the base line of the territorial sea. 
"It must be understood that the provisions of the present 
Convention do not prejudge the questions which arise in 
regard to coasts ""hich are ordinarily or perpetually Ice-
bound." (24 A. J. I. L., Sup. [1930], p. 248.) 
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On a sandy beach the mark may shift at differ-
ent seasons because of changing configuration of 
the shore line. 
Along a cliff the low-water mark may be rela-
tively pern1anent. Similarly the lo\v-water marlc 
may be relatively at the sa1ne line along permanent 
ice and it may be essential that the adjacent state 
exercise jurisdiction over this ice and the lisual dis-
tance over the adjacent sea in order that its rights 
may be secure. 
It must be admitted that the Conference for the 
Codification of International Law was unable to 
reach an agreement upon the width in miles of the 
belt of sea \vhich should be regarded as under the 
jurisdiction of each state. A large number of states, 
however, accept the three-mile limit. It was men-
tioned by the Hague Conference in its report to 
the League of Nations that-
"In this connection it is suggested that the Council of the 
League should consider 'vhether the various States should 
be invited to forward to the Secretary-General official in-
formation, either in the form of charts or in some other 
form, regarding the base lines adopted by them for the 
rneasurement of their belts of territorial sea." (Ibid., 
p. 238.) 
In regard to passage this same report states, 
"ARTICLE 3. 'Passage' means navigation through the terri-
torial sea for the purpose either of traversing that sea 'vith-
out entering inland waters, or of proceeding to inland 
"'·aters, or of making for the high sea from inland 'vaters. 
"Passage is not innocent 'vhen a vessel makes use of the 
territorial sea of a Coastal State for the purpose of doing 
any act prejudicial to the security, to the public policy or to 
the fiscal interests of that State. 
"Passage includes stopping and anchoring, but in so far 
as the same are incidental to ordinary navigation or are 
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rendered necessary by force 1naje·ure or by distress." (Ibid., 
p. 240.) 
(f) During the World War subn1arine vessels 
'vere in many states prohibited entrance except 
upon the surface and this applied alike to all sub-
n1armes. 
At the Conference for the Codification of Inter-
national La,v, The Hague, 1930, me11tion of vessels 
other tha11 warships received co11sideration, and it 
'vas provided : 
"VESSELS OTHER THAN 'V ARSHIPS. 
"ARTICLE 4. A Coastal State may put no obstacles in the 
'vay of the innocent passage of foreign vessels in the terri-
torial sea. 
"Submarine vessels shall navigate on the surface. 
''Observations. 
"The expression 'vessels other than "~arships' includes not 
only merchant vessels, but also vessels such as yachts, cable 
ships, etc., if they are not vessels belonging to the naval 
forces of a State at the tin1e of the passage." (24 A. J. I. L., 
Sup. [1930], p. 241.) 
It has been admitted that under,vater navigation 
off ports might endanger other navigation and the 
enforcement of customs and other regulations 
would b·e difficult and in some cases impossible so 
that a require1nent that foreign submarines navi-
gate on the surface is deemed reasonable. 
SOLUTION 
(a) State M may lawfully prohibit the flight of 
aircraft above its territorial and maritin1e juris-
d . t• 1 lC lOTI. 
1 See note 1, supra, p. 70. 
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It is not lawful to interfere \vith the fijght of air-
craft outside this space. 
(b) State 0 may not la\vfully order the radio 
statio11 of stateN to be closed though it may protest 
to state N against any violation of neutrality in its 
use. 
(c) State 0 may la\vfully prohibit or regulate 
the entrance to its jurisdiction of any or all air-
craft. 
(d) State 0 may not lawfully seize the aircraft 
of state M. 
(e) State P may not lawfully prohibit innocent 
passage thougl1 it may issue regulations essential 
to its own protection. 
(f) State N may lawfully prohibit the entrance 
or regulate the movements of vessels of war or 
regulate the movements of other vessels within its 
territorial waters \vhen essential for its protection. 
